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A
·strators boycott UCC meeting
over academic review controversy
by Stacey Danzuso
news editor

After removing the Undergraduate Curriculum Council's
power of academic program review, administrative
representatives to UCC boycoued the council's Friday meeting.
UCC is a compilation of six students, eight administrators
and 13 faculty members, including the chairperson. This is the
only organization at JMU in which all three sects are
represented.
Last year UCC had the power of academic program review.
This is an especially important function in light of the creation
of the new General Education Program. William Voige, UCC
chairman, was notified by Vice President Of Academic Affairs
Bethany Oberst in a letter last week that UCC would no longer
have this power.
lt was this letter, along with another from Oberst and one
from Associate Vice President of Academic Affairs Doug
Brown, that sparked heated responses from the students and
faculty in attendance at the Friday UCC meeting.
According to Oberst, the reason for the administration's
absence was a motion on Friday's meeting agenda.
The motion, which was tabled at the April 26 UCC meeting,
provided for the establishment of course approval committees
for the General Education Program, primarily composed of
faculty. The measure also stated, "Moreover, the criteria for
accepting courses for inclusion in General Education shall be
developed by these committees and communicated in writing to
the entire faculty.••
Because the Sept. 3 letter from Oberst announced the

removal of academic program review from UCC, Oberst said
this motion was out of UCC's purview and should not have
been included on the agenda.
Her Sept. 12 letter said, "When the UCC considers items
which fall under its purview, the adminislt'ative members will be
happy to anend.''
Voige stated at the meeting that Robert's Rules of Order. the
official rules UCC follows, requires that all motions tabled be
addressed at the next meeting. Consideration of the:. motion
would require passage of a motion to remove it from the table.
Those at the meeting voted not to take the motion off the table.
Voige had prepared to address the administrators with
remarks regarding the letters. Despite the absence of the
audience for whom they were originally intended, Voige
delivered the remarks.
He said he first saw the establishment of UCC as a hopeful
sign of the coming together of faculty and administration to
discuss curriculum decisions. Voige noted that although facully
and adminislt'ation did not always agree, he believed they were
making progress. In Light of Friday's boycou. Voige said, "It's
clear I was a fool."
He continued, "It is also clear to me that JMU 's
administration is defined by two characteristics. The first is
paranoia. The administration views any questioning of their
grand scheme [General Education] as a threat to their authority.
A curriculum that cannot be questioned cannot be improved."
The second characteristic Voige mentioned was the
administration's apparent contempt for himself and his
colleagues. "They [the administration) are hell -bent on
destroying UCC and may have succeeded. When they are

Academic donations up
$600,000 from last year
by Mitzi O'Rear
stg/[l¥ri.U.r

Private and corporate donors
gave $2.7 million to improve
academics at JMU during the 1995'96 academic year.
As participants in the Annual
fund, donors pledge a certain
amount of money to the university
each year to be used in academics.
They can designilte to which
department they wbh to give.
This year, academic giving
increa.'>ed by aJmobt $600.000 from
last year, according to Sven van
Baars, direcror of JMU's Annual
Giving program. The increase
represents more than I0,000 private
and corpor.ue donations.
Most of the money will go to
individual depanments according to
their need~. van Baars said. In the
past. funds have been used to buy
lab equipment and computer
.software, to support faculty and
studenl research and to provide
scholarships and grants.
Most of the donations come
from alumni, rac:ulry. businwes,
staff ud parents, van Bun said.
Whell pto1ram memben talk to
potential doaon. they kfOp

students' needs in mind, he said.
"A lot of what we tell them
[donors) is the difference it [their
donation) is going to malce in the
lives of the student or professor,"
he s.Ud.
The JMU Annual Fund, when
compared to schools with larger
private support, does a good job of
meeting the students' need& with
limited funds, van Baars sn.id. "ln a
larger picture, a Jot of colleges ~ke
Yale and Harvard go through large
million-dollar campaigns every
year. But what we tty to ask hete is
if that money is going to the
students and faculty.''
Alumni makes up one of the
largest groups of donors; they gave
more than $220,000 in 1995-' 96,
according to van Baars.
Hugh Lantz, JMU alumnus and
president of the Alumni Board. sa1d
he donates for personal reasons.
''JMU has provided me with an
education that was useful in getting
me a job in the community." he
wd. "I get a self-satislaA;tion from
being able to give bact to a great
university."
He said many alumni &ive for

questioned, they circle their wagons and change the rules, and
they've done it yet again.''
Russ Smith, economics professor, told the student members
of UCC they have the responsibility to report this to other
students and make them awnre of what is going on. He added,
"To me, UCC is defunct. A university is a place where people
should be allowed to ask why."
Voige agreed and said he doubted UCC will ever meet again.
Senior Moira McCaffrey, Student Government Association
representative to UCC. was "baffled" by Friday's tum of events.
"It happened so fast The three letters ba.'>ically stripped UCC of •
its power, so there is not much point in meeting anymore.''
According to Oberst, though, UCC still serves an essential
function, as it was created to deal with inter-college disputes.
.. UCC keeps essential decision making with faculty and
department heads and serves a very legitimate and necessary
function."
The reason for the administrator's absence is unclear to
some. McCaffrey cited the April 12 meeting when faculty and
students basically voted as a block and rejected the General
Education Program in its current form as a reason for the
administration's boycott.
Administrative UCC members were not available for
comment, except for Richard Whitman, dean of the College of
Arts and L.euers. who directed all questions to Oberst
UCC's review and recommendation powers were only
experimental, and the division of Academic Affairs elected to
bring back this power to Academic Council, Oberst said.

see ucc page 2

U.S. News ranks JMU No. 1
Southern p·ublic university
by Jenny Stromann
_ ___;;;;
co::.:n.:.:..r.ribm
:. . : i ng wrire r

For the th1rd year 10 a row, JMU
the top-rated public university in
academic quality among Southern
regionul universitie~ in the Sept. 9
annual ranking published by U.S.
News & World Report.
Among all Southern schools, JMU
moved from sixth In last year's
su rvey to third this year. JMU '.s
highest ranking ever.
Two private colleges with tuition
costs about two umes as much a.s
JMU's mnked ahead of JMU in the
Southern region. They were
University of Richmond and Rollins
College in Florida.
''This honor is a testament to the
tremendous nbilit1es of our professors .
and students," JMU President Ronald
Carrier said in a press release.
JMU also ranked ninth among
Southern regional universities for its
value.
This category compares the outof-state sticker price of $13,246,
which includes tuition, room and
boanl, academic quality and pocentiaJ
IS
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Terry Wessel , health sc1ences
profes,or and UCC faculty
representative, sees the laking away
of academic program review as "a
slap in (the) face."
The idea of UCC was to have a
com1ng togethe r of fac ulty,
administration and students to offer
feedback. Now there is little for UCC
to do. Wes~el said, becau~ there i!>
o nly a minimal need for vee to
oversee disputes and discrepancies
between the different colleges.
Howe ver. there was no formal
mouon made at Friday's meeting to
dissol ve UCC. Voige said " It i:,
d iffi cu lt to read into these letter\
anythmg but the end of the UCC a a
functioning body "

and opprtssion."
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the same reasons. " I think there's a
sense of loyalty and pnde in JMU and
what it 's become in 20 years. For
aJumni, these four years at JMU can
be considered the best four years of
their Jives, and they owe it to JMU."
Van Burs said alumni may even
give for selfish reasons, hav ing
realized that as JMU's academ1c
reputation has grown, so have their
degrees'. He said many alumni have
told him, "My diploma is worth a lot
more now than it wu 20 years ago."
Many ~usinesses recoanize the
impact JMU has on the community
and also feel a need to aive. Dave
Macarelli of CFW Communications in ,
Waynesboro said CFW gives because
education is impoftant to them.
I
•cFW is involved in giving to
educational Institutions. We think it's
a key to the success and growth of our
community. It eventually benefits our
business, too," he sa.id.
Maca.relli, who serves on the ISAT
executive: council, said CPW has
pledged to give $10,000 a year for
five years to the ISAT department to
provide updated facilities.
Accordina to van Baars,
department heads assess the needs in
their departa'lenu and then decide in
what ways the money w111 be used.
Charles Bilbrey, Interim head of •
the Information and Decision
Sciences department, said hi s
department used money from annualt
givina to buy software In computer
labs, to upgrade computers for faculty
and to support faculty research.
"We have been able to buy
softw~~e tbrouah academic Jiving
1MU would noc have bouJht," he said
"Students are now able to use th
wne software they may be usins a
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"To tht press alone, cltequercd
as it is with abuStS, the world is
mdebted for all tire triumplls
which havt been gained by
reason and 11umat1ity over error

Karen Bol*\
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Breaking away
A RUCbY pia~ n.,.owty eec.t~pM wfttl the bill from • hoerd of t.okllnC men dllftne prectlce
s.turdlly 8ftemoon on Godwin field. The Ruebr teem topped Redford UntwNfty 37·10 SatUI"day
at Godwtn field, lmprovtnc their record to 2.0. They meet horletown Unlveralty s.turday lit

Godwin field.

Ranks

~m~from~~1------------------------------------------------------------financial aid for students, with other universities,
In these cateaories. 1MU ranked scoond for .cademic
according to the magazine.
reputation and student retention rate, fifth in student
MoMy magazine recently ranked IMU No. 18 in its
select1vity, 26th in alumni giving, 92nd in financial
national survey of college best-buys.
resources and 61 st in faculty resources, the magazine
Maaazine rankinas differ because each bas iu own
Wd.
criteria. Generally considered tbe most accurate, U.S.
From about 14,000 applications of fall 1996
News & World Report's survey is the oldest of the
prospective freshmen, JMU enrolled more than 3,000.
national college rankJnp.
About 13,000 students anend JMU. More than 90 percent
The magazine has the most
of JMU students will return for
extensive formula and spends aJI
,,
the second year. On averase, 80
year on the ranlcinp. Fred Hilton,
percent of stUdents entering will
director of media relations, sa.id.
gflduate from JMU.
U.S fkws & World Report's
Eighty-three percent of JMU's
staff divided the I,422 accredited J ' ~
faculty have obtained doc:toraaes
four-year schools into cateaories
t•
or a terminal depe. JMU spent
based on classifications by the
the bulk of about $70 million on
Carneaie Foundation for the
•
[
direct education, Hilton said.
Advanoement ofTeachlna.
JMU ranked so hi&hJy "'because
For example, the University of
it's an excellent school with an
Virainia wu not included in the
outstanding faculty and superb
Southern universities survey.
students, student programs and
Instead, it ~·· in the na.tional
student service," Hilton said .
category, whJch wu composed of
"Everyone pitches in."
cotleaes and universities with
JMU students ap:.
many doctoral proarams,
Sophomore manaaement major
according to Robert J. Morae,
•
Sharon B.l · sa'd the t de t
directot of research of America's
professor ~r~~ip ~: hanv;
Beat Colleges. UVa. filled the
Nicole WIU conrributcd to IMU's rank. Bilyj
No. 21 best national university
said one of her pro'essors was
••
senior marketing major
spot.
very helpful when she called at
U.S. News & World Report
I :30 a.m. with a question
tallied the results of 2, 730 surveys from colleae
ooncemina a test the next day.
presidents, deans and admissions directors. Sixty-five
Nicole Witt, a SCiftior marketing major, said. ..1 want to
percent of the surveys sent out were returned. The
araduate from an institution that hu a strong national
respondents ranked all the schools in their caaeaory. They
reputation..
wet"e uked to place each into quartile& based upon iu
..1 think students take more pride in JMU when they
repuwion. A school placed in the top quartile received
know it is nationally recognized. My parents have two
four points. A school earned three points for the third
kids at JMU, and they are definitely getting their money's
quartile and so on.
worth."
The points a school acquired were then divided by the
Sophomore Jeff Vogel said, "It (1MU's rank] will put
number of survey participants. These results were
more significance on a degree from JMU."
A~ing to sophomore geology major Liselle Ban,
combined with educational data provided by tbe college
themselves.
the qual1ty of eclucat:ion at JMU definitely contributed to
Educational data included student selectivity, faculty
JMU's high ranking. "'ur geology department rocks."
resources, financial resources, retention rate, value and
Many students agree student selectivity, student
alumni giving, aceordina to a U.S. News & World R~pon
production, community involvement and size makes
press release.
JMU an excellent school.

I want to graduate

.._Net:
http:/ /blftU.jmu.edu
An individual may have one copy
ol TM BrtrU for free.
AD ~t copies co5t 25
cents apiece.
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CLASSIFIEDS?
'(ow to place a classified:

Come to ~ Bner.e office

weekdays between 8 Lm. and S
p.m.
Cost: $2.SO for the first I0
words, $2 for each additional I 0
words; boxed classified, $10 per
column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue. noon Tuesday
for Thursday issue.
Classijieds must be paid in
advance in Tile Breez.e offiu .

h-om an institUtiOn that
has a st rong na zonal
th . k
reputatiOn.
ln
StudentS take more
pride in JMU when
they know it is
• d• "
natz0naIIY TeCOgnzze

they graduate."

Van Baars said the state wil
provide money for neceuities, sucb
teachers, clusrooms and desks, bu
contributions can provide much ~.
"The annual fund can allo
profeuon to teach In a betler way a
to use more resources outside of
ciassroom," be said.
The sinale laraest area th
receives funds isiiUdent scholarshi
"Without the money, about 30
studenu would not be at JMU toda
because they are rece1v1n
scholarships." vu Bun said.
JMU could operate without
from academic givina. accordina
van Baars , but it may not be
..distinctive" of an institution.
The annual givina proaram
solicitina this month for the eucre
school year, which includes maid
phone calls. direct mailing a
beginning the campaign for the Seni
Class Challenge.

.
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General Education dean chooses coordinators
Last spring's internal search yields faculty to fill three of five cluster coordinator positions
by Chris Nledner
contributing writer
Amidst conflicting views of JMU 's new
General Education program, plans progressed
when Linda Cabe Halpern, dean of general
~ducation, announced last spring the selection
iof coordinators for three of the five clusters
mcluded in the new program.
Halpern chose the coordinators because,
''The new General Education Program will be
op and running by the fall of 1998, but Clusters
1. 3 and S are beginn1ng next fall with the
ncoming freshman class," she saJd.
Ru Fuller, professor of speech
·ommunication, will coordinate Cluster t·
kills for the 21st Century Glenn Hastedt.
prof~sor of political science. IS coordmator for
Cluster 4: Social and Cultural Processes.
Herbert Amato, athletiC training curriculum
~ oordinator, will coord1nate Cluster S:
lndividuaJs in the Human Community.
Only three of the five coordinator positiOns
were filled because Halpern was not sat1sfied
with the applicantS for Clusters 2 and 4.
The five-cluster General Education Program
will replace the current liberal studies program
m which students choose courses from 11
)objects. Under the new cluster system,
..tudents will register for a package of courses
within a cluster. They will take these courses in
1he same semester in order to interrelate
material between the couJUS.
Halpern said she led a university-wide
'earch last sprin~ to find faculty coordinators
or all five clusters. The ~rch was conducted
J;l<:cording to unhersity procedures used for any
pos1Uon on campus, which involves eJttensive
,.ldvertising.
Although Halpern consulted an advisory
.:ommittee, she ultimately chose who would fill
he coordinator pos1tions. The three
·oordinators were notified they were selected

for the positions last spring. They officially
began their duties Sept I. Halpern foresees
each coordinator holding hJs or her job for three
to five years, until other faculty will rotate into
these positions.
Halpern is conducting an eJtternal search for
coordinators for Clusters 2 and 4 and will wait
unt1l next fall to name the people filling those
two positions
For
this H
academic year.
Cameron Nickels,
prof~ssor
of
English,
has
agreed to facilitate
the development

comm1ttee that will focus on designing course
packages for a cluster. This design will be
based on objectives comp1led by the General
Education Committee to guide coordinators in
designing appropriate course work.
Coordinators will also decide how many
sections of courses w1ll be open next year to
accommodate students in the cluster ~ystem.
Halpern
e.~~:plained that the
cluster
coordinators'
focus wiu be to
interrelate courses
within pnckages.
'The idea behind

The new General
Education Program
will be up and

~~;'~=~~~~~:: running by the Fall
~~:~

~~v~~~~~e:r~: !~

in the
~~~~~~i':,ted and
of
Community. Jim
program
Dendinger.
General
1
assistant dean of
Education . First.
we hope to make
the College of
Science
and
the
learning
M~thematics and
within
each
M1ke
Deaton.
cluster
Integrated Science
Interrelated and
and Technology
•
interdisciplinary,
Foundation Team
rather than having
Leader, will work
Linda Cabe Halpern students choose
as liaisons for
Dean of General Educauon courses from II
Cluster 3: T h e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - d i f f e r e n t areas and
N"tural World.
not be able to find pomts of contact between
"The cluster coordinators' primary
courses, as under the old system Under the
responsibthty will still be as teaching faculty.
new cluster system we want to have tudents
but with the added curriculum duties" of being
take a package of courses withm each cluster,
a cluster coordinator, Halpern explained. She
where students will enroll in one cluster at a
stressed that the coordinator positions were
time and be simultaneously enrolled 1n two or
never conceived as administrative po itions, but
three cluster courses at once," she said.
as positions involving faculty to work on
FuUer is aJready leading two p1lot packages
cuniculum coordination.
for Cluster I, which are active this semester, he
The cluster coordinator wi II lead a
said. One of the pilot packages includes three

of 1998, but
Clusters 1 3 and 5
are beginning nextfiall With
the incoming Freshman
class "

courses: English I02. Speech Communication
121 and Philosophy 250
The professors who teach the courses tn th1s
package met last summer to coordinate t1le1r
syllabi !IO topics would complement one
another and some assignments could be
coordinated.
Fuller uplained the readmg~ from the
English 102 cour e could be used 1n Speech
Communication 121. and the log1c taught in
Philosophy 2SO 1s useful in any
commumcation course.
The other Cluster I p1lot offered this fall
includes English 102. Speech Communication
121 and Business 1.50.
Amato has also already led the de'iign of two
packages for Cluster .5. but they w1ll not be
acuve until next fall In these two packages.
students have a cho1ce of Kinesiology 100 or
Health 100 combmed with Psychology 101 or
Psychology 160.
Amato "eemed enthu'iiBStlc about Cluster 5
" I nm very eJtcited that wellness and fitness arc
part of Gen. Ed. I smcerely hope that we can
make thi'i a meamngful pan of a student's
educat1on here at JM U"
Both Halpern and Hastedt upressed an
awareness that faculty are apprehensive about
the new cluster system.
Commenting on faculty concerns that the
cluster packages will not be academically
rigorous, Hastedt o;aid. "Tius will not be the
case I see no reason why they couldn't or
shouldn't be as rigorous as our edsting geneml
educatton courses. I believe the concern is
unfounded."
Halpern said she ts aware some faculty thmlc
new courses must be created in order to include
all disciplines in the cluster program. "The
integration of disciplines '4 ill have to evolve
over time. but I also believe that 50 long as we
make it clear that no one is being left out., then
some exciting things will come of it."

Exam exempts students
from philosophy coUrse
by Kristin Butke
staff writer
If student already possess the knowledge, there is no need for them to Sit through the class. This
is the fundamental principle supporting a test-out policy within the philosophy department.
At the beginning of the semester, the philosophy department offered students the option of
receiving credit for Philosophy 250, Introductory Logic, if they scored 70 percent or better on an
assessment eJtamination, according to William O'Meara. professor of ph1losophy and religion Of
the 1,000 students who took the exam, SO students earned a 70 percent or above and tested out of
the course, according to Daniel Flatzc, professor of ph1losophy and religion.
Professors administered the test during the first week of classes to all students enrolled in
Philosophy 250.
O'Meara said be anucipated 3 to 4 percent of the class would pass the exammallon and did not
eltpect the passing scores to reach S percent. as they did thi~ ~cmester The uam con~1sted of 45
multiple-<:hoice questtons testmg the <~tudents' critical thinkmg abilitieJ. he sa1d.
Linda Halpern. dean of general educauon, s~ud providing students with credit by exammotion is
not a new policy. "It is one example of an evolvmg philosophy of higher educauon."
This is the third semester the ph1losophy depanment offered this option. although it is the first
ume any student passed the test
Thomas Erwin, director of student assessment, said many other dcpanments, including English
and speech communication, offer assessment eJtaminations allowing students to test out of
introductory courses. " It IS not a new idea and has been 1n h1gher education for years."
''The stnte is recently encourngmg msutut1ons to review the1r credit-by-eJtam pohcies," Erwin
said.
I
Flage said the ph1losophy depanment implemented the credit-by-e.~~:nm policy as a result of
ongoing interest in assessmemtcsting and the university's desire to offer credit by exam.
One bas1c principle behind the as essment test is to make it eaSier for students to get rhCJr
degrees in four years, he said
Freshman Jason McGUire rece1vetl three hour credit by eJtamination and took advantage of the
opponunity to add another course to his schedule. "It was a chance for me to get ahead," he said.
O'Meara sald the move toward offering credit by exam IS al~ mot1vatcd by the State Council of
H1gher Educat1on for Virgmia and Gov. George Allen (R). "There is a whole movement in the state
to give people credit if they can do the work," he said.
Halpern said, "It [the policy] is pan or an ongoing institutional 1dea that if students can
demonstrate real competence in an area. then perhaps they deserve credit in that area."
The opllon of receiving credit by examination also provides a sigmficant economic benefit for
those students who pass the assessment tesL
•
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Flirting with
Disaster
Tues. & Wei,
Sept. 17 & 18

..

Young
Poisener's
Handbook
Thurs.,
Sept. 19

Giant PEACH
James and the Giant Peach
Fri., & Sat.,
Sept. 20 & 21

Empire of the Sun
Sun.,
Sept. 22

UPB
JMU Office of International Education
Make History!!! JMU's first Summer
in Ghana program begins in 1997.
Participate in one of JMU's most exciting
study abroad options! Contact Dr. David
Owusu-Ansah at x6743, or the Office
of International Education at x6419, for
more information.
Limited spaces are also available for
Spring '97 in London and Salamanca!!
For more information about these
program\, call the Office of
Imemational Education at x6419

Want helpful infonnation on work study,
or travel abroad? Visit the International
Education web site at
http ://www.jmu.edu/intl-edl

Watch for the weekly postcard
installments in the Breeze for more
information on studying abroad!!!!!

Spaces are still available for Paris in Spring '97!!! For more information,
plan to attend the Semester in Paris meeting Tuesday, September 17 in Taylor
400. Stop by anytime between 5-7 p.m.!!!
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Internships abroad
prepare students
for future careers
by Rob Speirs
contributing writer
I

Student~

In spite of the cost. 1995 JMU
graduate Erin Doyle encourages
Mudents to apply.
"Even though 11 was expemtve. I
wouldn't trade the ex.pertencc for
nnything," she said. Doyle spent
three months in London anternmg for
Shnkc!>peare's Globe corrpany
giving tours and llJding w1th r~arch
in the education department She w115

looking to expand their
hori1ons beyond the JMU campus
may find that the International
Internship program can offer a
valuable expcnence working abrood.
Since its 1990 inception, the
program offers more than 50
intern!lhips on twn continent~.
unp:~id .
l ntern~ips are located primarily in
Bestdes interning through
Wc<itern and Eastern Europe, but companies, student~ may take an
opportunities are 3lso a\'ailable in
intemshap connected with the U.S.
Central and Latin Amenca
government, especially embassy
Internships take place during
JXlSitions.
pring and fall ..eme<aers. but
He.Hher Flood. a 1994 JMU
program coordin:ttor Judy Cohen ~aid graduate, worked an the commeretal
~he is working to add summer
section of the U.S. Embassy in San
po'itions soon.
Jo~e. Co)ta Rica. unpaid. Flood
Full-time tnternshtp~ UJ>ually
helped facilitate liaisons betwc:en
•n~ohe 40 hour of somet imes
American and Co~ta Rican
unpaid work per wee!.: for o 12-week companie!' ant.! promoted U.S .
"lock. ~he said.
bustness tn tere'StS through trade
Some of the compnnie!> •n"olvcd
mis~ion.'i.
in the program include The 1\meric:~n
"I decided to go to Co.,ta Rica an
Chamber ot Commerce. located tn
order to e:\perience u different
Pans, Budapest, Brusscl) and Prague; culture and beuer undcrl>tand our
fhe Centre for Europeun Policy cultural difterences," Flood <:ud.
In her current job at Rocco
Studscs in Brussels; The Fulbright
CommtHson in several European
F.ntcrprisc!i. Inc•. Flood applies some
c.tpitnls and the Nation,sl Federation or the !>kills she gained during her
experience to interview Latin
ot Mu~ac Studtes in London.
Stut.lents who "'i)h to earn
1\merican \\.Orkcrs.
uuncr iL> credit may \\.Ork on
\\'hill! abroad. ~tudenh are housed
tndependent study proJect' at the eather 111 apanmenrs together or wilti
di\Cretion of individual professors. It
families If JM U has a semester
•~ not expected. however, for
abroad program located in the same
'itudents to manage more thnn Silt city as nn Internship, !ltudents may
c.ret.l it hours during the ~cmester occasionally Ji\·e with other JMU
o;tudc:nt'\, according to Cohen
because of the hca' y workload.
uccording to Cohen.
Flood. who lived with a family for
The companies e~tpcct applicants the majority of her stay in Costa
Rica. said she was very sati:.lied with
for po~iuons to be enthusiastic.
htghly motivated, adventurous and her experience. "The family I stayed
w1th was very helpful. They showed
nexible, Cohen said.
These companies often request a me around town and were really nice
student's grade-point average and
people"
transcripts, but this informarton is not
When asked about the problems
a finaJ determinant for p:uticipation. of adapting to a new environment,
Each internship will also require Doyle said that her experiences
were"at first a little rocky because I
more specific skills, depending on
the nature of the tasks to be didn't know anybody, but things
improved as soon as I began to meet
performed, she said.
people."
Language proficiency, familiarity
Cohen recommends stuc¥nts wait
with computers and the abitity to
work well with others are some until their junior or senior years to
examples of the necessary qualities a pursue inremships.
"Students at this point are better
company considers important. Cohen
adapted at spending extended time
aid.
away from home and have had a
Although the program receJVes
several hundred requests for chance to develop their language
applications, many students do not • skills," Cohen said.
The skills swdents gain from their
pursue internships because most
experiences vary from the
positions are unpaid.
Average costs for the semester run development of personnel skills to
about $4,500, including round-trip the operation of office machinery.
"Students gain confidence in
a1 rfare. basic living expenses and
transportation. For students who wish
see CAREERS page 9
to earn coUege credit, tuilion_is exua.

JAMF.S MORR1Sistoffpllotu~:raphu

Asbestos

Above. Frank Meyers Jr. of Black Brothers Painting scrapes around a window In Wilson Hall last week,
preparing 1t for painting. Wilson Hall Auditorium will reopen Tuesday after four months of construction and a
temporary asbestos problem.
'The auditorium was closed in early May to prepare for an an conditioning system. One of the preparations ts
the large louvers installed in the ceiling for ventilation. 'The air conditioning system itself will be installed next
summer when JMU receives the funds it needs from the state to complete the project, according to Jim
Auckland, director of facilities managemenL "In the long run, it's a big improvement for JMU," he said.
Wilson Hall was entirely closed for three days over the summer due to an asbestos permeation In the
hallway on the second noor. Asbestos is linked wil:h causing cancer and Is often used in the manofactunng of
nameproof building materials.
'The admimSUII.ion evacuated the building when the le3k was discovered, but the level of asbestos eJtposure
was low and did not exceed federallimias , according to John Crimm, chief of engtneering.
"It takes a hiah degree of exposure over a long period of time to actually do harm to those who breathe 11
in," Crimm said.
Poor sealing of Wilson Hall Auditonum allowed asbestos to permeate the hallway on the second noor. The
plaster underneath the old ceiling 10 the auditorium contnaned spots of asbestos ranging from 2 to 20 percent of
the ceiling. Faculty and students walking in the hallway collected asbestos particles on their clothing and
carried them tnto the offices, Crimm said.
The asbestor. removal project was funded by the state Asbestos Removal Appropriation. Cnmm said.
Wilson Hall is now asbestos free.

..

I

BY MITCH VAKERICS/comribuung wnttr

Workshops address education of disabled students
by Sally Clarke
staff writer
Disability awareness. a topic
nn c1m!'IU'i. wa~
:.he suhJC:!I ••I rn itll-da~ wwkshop
f'ntlay in ril, lor Hall
'\\ ~ want to :.c!C nil LJ tL' I
stutlcnts succeed, and to pro' de
appropriate resources for that to
happen," said Lou Hedrick. director
·~uoll\ ur.:'lddre<~d

of the Office of DiW>ility Services.
Hedrick planned the program with
the assi!.tance of the Academic
Advising Center.
J.tne Ja•ro\~ , pr::sadcn; I)(
D•,:>Nhl Al'CC~!l lnr rm llll:l ulld
~t port. ko thl! t~o-puat \\l.'• l..~h op.
~!t'c.h ubout 20 people: ucndeo.
She wa~ .:onccrned that
attendance wa!l so low - a feeling
echoed by many faculty and staff

members at the ':"'orkshop - and that

those present were already concerned
about the issue.
" I know thnl r am prcnching to the
l'hcm hc:r"'.'' J rrO\\ sn1d · h' , the
ones tl.l< au•n't he•c thHt J ••m
\1,

omoo Olt't.'l1Jt.

The morning sc -.ion. auendcd by

the administration, was tilled
"Developing Poljc1es Regarding
Students with Disabilitj~ chat are

Appropriate, Fair and Legally
Defensible."
The afternoon session was for
foculry and staff and discussed
"Provz ne A ... ~ Jmmndallon.; for
IUJ •m •a·h 'J
lilt' e~ l~: •nl UIIU
Pr.ldiC<tl Act\ I \.·.
hrrow's central message to
educators was tbat studenas who have
disabi lit1es are more like other
students than they are different.

Providmg equal access to education
is the most important thing, she said.
The problem is getting educators
and other students to reali ze
evcrv('ne '" ~equ tl 1nu c1tpa~ le .md
tltstlhlltl~ d<1cS 1101 ll'tl\n lll3htl:t)',
• .11u

She warned agwn~t well-meaning
academic ll<hisers who steer djsabled

see S1UDENTS page 9
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Science Fict1on Fantasy Guild meeting, Taylor Hall, rm.
402,7 p.m.
Class of I 997 ring sale, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 9 a.m.4p.m.

!TUESDAY

-.

171

e
e
e

EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, S p.m.
Black Faculty Recept1on, Taylor Hutr.rm. 405,6 p.m.
Phi Beta Lambda professional business organization
informational meeting, Zane Showker Hall, rm. G-6, 6 p.m.
All majors welcome. Details: Stefanic, 434-8637.
Psychology Club meetmg, Maury Hall, rm. I 0 I , 7 p.m.
Details: Heather, x5942.
Alpha Ep.-;ilon Rho National Broadcasting Society
meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall, rm. 10,7 p.m.
Prc-Phy-;ical Therapy Society meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. ·
238,7 p.m.
e ''Flirting With D1saster," sponsored by UPB, GraftonStovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $2.

e
e
e

Only 37 percent ofAmericans
say they've attended a
religious service in the past
week versus 49 percent in
199 I . Percentage of those
surveyed who have attended:

Age
18-30
31-49
50-68
69+

1991
35%
50%
52%
69%

1996
34%
31%
46%
48%
ALICIA HOOD/staff arrEst

e College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 7:30
p.m. Details: Jason, x7726.
e

Open Mic Night, Taylor Down Under, 8-10:30 p.m.

!WEDNESDAY

181

e

"What a Man, What a Woman," fund-raiser for
America's burned churches, prese~ted by Delta Sigma 1'hda,
commons., noon-2 p.m.

e

"Flirting with Disaster," sponsor1:d by UPB, GraftonStovall Thalre, 7 p.m. and 9:30p.m•• S2.

e " Explore" and ..KeyS," presented by Leadership
Education and Development, Taylor Hall, rm. 400,7-8 p.m.
e Drew Holloway, Taylor Down Under. 8~30-10 p.m.
Phi 0\i Theta executive meeting, Zane Sbowker Hall,
rm. G-3, 9: IS p.m.

e

IIe HURSDAY

191

"What a Man, What a Woman," fund-raiser for
America's burned churches, presented by Delta Sigma Theta,
commons, noon-2 p.m.
EARTII meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 5 p.m.
e Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship,
Baptist Student Center, 5:30 p.m.

e

e "Young Poisoner's Handbook," sponsored by UPB.
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 1 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $2.

e "Explore" and "Keys;· presented by Leadership
Education and Development, Taylor Hall. nn. 402, 7-8 p.m.
Phi Chi Theta committee head meeting, Zane Showker
Hall, rm. 204, 8 p.m. Details: Aileen. 432-1723
Campus Crusade for Christ meeting, Miller Hall, rm.
101 ,8 p.m.
Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311,8 p.m.
• Details: Shabana or LaTaya, xn46.

e
e
e

Send Duke Days lnfonnatlon

In wdtlrW
to Paule Flnkelateln,
Aaalstant Newt Editor,

1M 8,.._., Anthony-Sal,_ HeU,
dfop It off lit ,... ,..,. ofllce
or fax It to ~736.
lnforlnMion Is .,., on • ·~ bells.

Four federal emplOyees plead guilty

January's blizzard leads to baby boom;
area hospitals prepare for fall births

to 1118181 campal&n fund-raising

RICHMOND -

WASHINGTON - Four Agriculture Department
employees pleaded guilty Friday to misdemeanor charges
atemmina from a federal investigation into illegal fundraisin& for President Clinton's first eJection campaign.
The four aareed to charges they conspired to violate
federal prohibitions aaainst raising campaign funds from
aovemrnent employees at the workplace and suuesting
contributions will help their careers.
They are cooperatina with a Justice Department
investiaation into the fund-raisins, which took place in
September 1992 and later at the former Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service. The House
Agriculture Committee plans hearings into the matter Sept.
24.
The four longtime Democrats described some of the
assurances they gave co-workers if Cltnton did capture the
White House and replace Republican appointees at the
department.
.., told people they would not be forgotten," said Jeffress
A. Wells, 60, of Fuquay Varina, N.C., who has since left the

Last winter's harsh weather produced

more than snow, cold and howling winds. Hospital maternity

wards in Virginia are expecting a baby boom.
Columbia Henrico Doctors' Hospital in Richmond
already has experienced an increase in births and expects the
numbers to keep rising in relation to the severity of the
conditions, hospital spokesman John Mitchell said Friday.
"There is some speculation that it's related... Mitchell
said. "We really don't expect to get the full effect of it until
next month.
..About seven years ago we had three snowstorms in I0
days, and we had the same kind of pattern," he said.
Dr. Philip Minor, a Richmond gynecologist, said spikes
in births are normal after storms.
"Anything which takes away other forms of entertainment
makes us tum toward each other;•• he said. "I remembeT
several storms that did seem to make my office very full a
few months later. My patients would say, 'Oh shucks, I just
took a chance."'
Fairfu Hospital, which has the third-lqest number of
' births in the country, is searing up for the baby rush.
department
Eileen Andreoli, patient care director of labor delivery
Grady L. Bilbeny, 48, of Bowie, Md., said he used the
and recovery, said she was expecting a 20 percent increase in
same expression. Bilberry is the only one still with the
births for the end of September and October.
department
.
The hospital is hiring additional staff and has opened up
Jack L Webb, S9, of Haymarket, and Jack S. Forlines,
extra space in preparation for the storm babies.
63, of Gamer, N.C., also pleaded guilty.
Dr. Thomas Tomzak said he has noticed a 20 to 25
They face jail terms of up to a year and fines of up to
$100,000. U.S. Magistrate Patrick' J. Attridge scheduled · percent increase in pregnancies at his Fredericksburg
obstelrical practice, which he attributes to the winter storms.
sentencing for Dec:. 13.
.
I
"I think that anytime you see anything that confines
The four made contributions of more than $3,000 to
people, you see an increase," he said. 'Tne confinement is
Farmers and Ranchers '92, a political action corriiruttee in
which former Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy had played a
imponant, and in times of natural stress people are driven
closer together."
leading role when he was a member of Congress.
1
- AP/newsftnder news suvtce
-APIDewsftnder news senke
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• News: Student homepages- Who has them, what's on them and who reads them?
• News: Opinions on JMU's add/drop period - Is it too short?
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Attention faculty and staff

Williamson·

Car phones are cheaper tbao you might think.
Planl1
fl'
fl'
fl'
fl'

Pharmacy & Home Health

Plana

$10 phone
$30 activation ...
$14.15 per month

fl' FI'M deluxe phone (110 ¥1M)
fl' fi'M activation ($3D nlue)
fl' I montha at $35 per month

penniM per minute

"" 2-y.r contract .

('ltth 1D . . . . . . . . . ,... .......

fl' I montba at $14.15 per month
fl' 1-year contrlld

• In House Charge Accounts may be established
to be pakl directly by your parents
.
• Convenient Prescription Delivery
• 10% Discount to Students with ID

Or • • mellbout our uS«/ phone• with 6-month contnJcts.
Exclualve offera through

•

Gay Stevens
432-7094

I ..Special d•l• for students tool )

·CELLULAR'"
B• NM.
touch.
S.ln

i
l
34-

HOURS M·F 8:30-6:00
Sat 9:00-12:00

44
8650
43 2372
1021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Beside JM's)
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The]MU
Arboretum hosts

by TYI'jO"' Slve (Yotf Sl ... e

It

0 NLY ft.,dfl-.t

1! tJ..e

c.ially e ...~oY!ed by JMU.
pvovl~e !

Friaay, Sept. ~.
Arboretum gates open at 4:30p.m.
Performance at 5:30p.m.
$5 per person
Ticltets on sale at the gate and in
adTJance at the Warren Hall Box
·
C>J6rice

,
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Bring /.awn chairs, blankets and
a picnic
For informanon ca/1568·3193.

Rain
location :
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Ph{losophY~~ Students___________;.,;,;,:__

continued from Pf111e 3

A student who may have to pay $200 to take
one course in t_he summer saves money by
tesllng out of Philosophy 250. 'The total savings
for the SO students wbo received credit by
passing the assessment test is $10.000
O'Meara said.
'
Victoria Capalbo, a freshman earned a
passing score on the assessmen~ ten and
received credit Without taking the course.
Capalbo sa1d she recognius that she would
have benefited from takina the class. but she
decided not to stay because it was not within
her major or a department she is interested in
studying.
To receive credit by exom, students who
pas~ the assessment test were required to get
nn application for credit by exam, secure their
adv1ser' s approval and pay a $25 processing fee
to the cashier's office, Flnge stud
According to O'Meara, the philosophy
department offered a Similar test for credit by
exam in Philosophy 2SO last foll and spring, but
no students received credit.
Last year's 6S·Item exam was too difficult
and didn't effectively test students' critical
thinking skills or distinguJ~h between good and
bad thinkers, O'Meara said.
The average scores last year were 48.25
percent for the predominantly freshman·
ehrolled class in the fall semester and 48.5
percent for the predominanlly sophomore class
m the spring semester. The average score for
this year's revised exam, taken mostly by
fresh men, was 52.5 percent, he said.
In order to develop this year's examination,
the philosophy department eliminated 21
questions and improved the wording and clarity
on o number of others, O'Meara said.
The SO students who rece1ved credit by
ellamination scored better on the eum than a
sample of senior philosophy majors with good
critical rhlnklng training who also took the
exam, O'Meara said.
Flage said he thinks the philosophy
department will continue to offer credit by
exam in the future.

contJnued from Pllfle 6
students toward fields traditionally deemed
appropriate for them. "Protectins is usually just
limiting.
"We have to allow access to opportunity,"
Janow said. "Can you assure any student that
he will be successful in a field? You can't apply
arbitrary standing to some students."
Jarrow also addressed the issue of privacy.
Fear of Ignorance and judgment from other
students is often what prevents students from
coming forward wuh an mvisible disability.
Sbe said tbe student's rights and wishes must be
respected.

Jarrow explained the laws affecting the
treatment of students wtth disabilities. She
placed special emphasis on the growmg
numbers of students identined with "invisible
disabilides" - those which are not physical such as learning disabilities like ouention
deficit disorder, which may affect a student's
performance in academics.
Professors asked questions about what
constituteS acceptable academic behavior in the
case of disabled students, such as whether a
learning disabled student should have extra
time to turn in assignments or special
accommodations when taking eums.
Jarrow. in response to the questions, pointed
to two pieces of federal Jealslation - the
Americans w1th Disabilities Act of 1990. and
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

__.___.~--

the law which has the most impact on post·
secondary education.

The Rehabilitation Act states, ..No otllerw1se
qualified person with a diSability in the United
States . . shall, solely by reason of ...
disability, be denied the benefits of, be
excluded from participation in. or be subjected
to discnmination under any program or activity
receiving federal financial assistance." This act
applies to JMU students. as well as other
students and employees of state-funded
colleges and universlties, as members of public
mstitutions.
College is a time when students have to
learn self-advocacy and Jearn to ask for help
when they need it, Jarrow said. This begins
wuh registering With ODS so that before a
student's disability causes him or her to fall
behind in classes, the student can ask for
reasonable accommodatjon from a professor
and provide documentation from ODS.
Jarrow has led similar semmars at hundreds
of universities and businesses around the
country, such as Ohio State Universny and
Longwood CoUege.
She said she was pleased thJs program was
part of a proactive stance taken by JMU, unhke
other places she had spoken after legal action
was taken against a school. She said she saw it
as a good sign of ..institutional responsibility
towards students with physical, emotional and
learning disabiblies."

Careers,_____________________
continued from

page S

dealing with new situalions and learn to
perform successfully," Cohen said. "They
[student) can also take advantage of some of the
contacts they make."
When looking for jobs after graduation.
Cohen said student ex.periences abroad often
make them more auractive to American
employers. Due to immigration restrictions and
European Union barriers to foreign workers, it
is difficult for American students to gain

permanent employment in Europe...Although it
is unrealistic for studenls to expect 10 set jobs
in the E.U., the program benefils the students
when lhey seek employment in the United
StaleS," Coben said.
Positions for spring semester are still
available. Applicants should contact Judy
Cohen at x6979, or they may stop by Paul
Street House from 8 a.m.-5 p.m weekdays. Full
application packages for next year will be
available in December.

.I

Bluestone class pictures will be taken
Sept. 23 - Sept 27Sept. 30 - Oct. 4
OCt. 7 - Oct. 11
in Taylor 305
There is a $5.00 sitting fee for all
students to appear in the Yearbook.
I

Come early Wavoid the last...Week rush!
Call x6541 for more information

I

.'
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Dan...
A "famished" dart to the math major who decided
it would be a cool idea to close a line at D-hall this
year while at the same time accepting 500 more
freshmen. It's like shoving the Norfolk Southern
train through the space between dining tables.
Sent in by a student who would rather walk an
hour to town to eat than wait in the long lines.

Pat...

A "where-have-you-been-aU-my-life.. pat to the
beautiful girl at the rec-center who had knee surgery.
I see you every day, and your amazing blue eyes are
magnetic, and I hope someday I get up the guts to
ongress bas taken a major stand on the issue of vote. Perhaps the United States could learn from the New talk to you.
gay rights once again. In voting for the Defense Zealanders.
Sent in by a student who left his name and phone
Hawaii faced a similar situation, when a 1993 Hawaii
of Marriage Act, policy makers in the United
States have regressed in the American struggle for Supreme Court ruling of 3-1 said the state could not deny number with The Breeze editors.
marriage licenses to same-sex couples without a
equal opportunity and civil rights.
Basically, the act is composed of two measures. The "compelling" reason. The case has returned to a lower
first deals with preventing same-sex marriages by court for trial, but this no longer matters because the
establishing a definition of the words ''marriage" and federal government's act supercedes the states ruling.
"spouse." Section 7 of the bi 11 states, "The word
If Hawaii had legalized gay/lesbian marriages,
A "come-into-the-light" dart to JMU for not
aceording to the Constitution, other states
'marriage' means only a legal union
between one man and one woman as "How long will.it would also be required to recognize the properly lighting the walkways and parking Jots by
unions. Congress has power to limit this UREC. It's a great facility, but it would be nice to be
husband and wife, and the word
'spouse' refers only to a person of the be before equality by law, and some believe the Defense of able to find it at night.
Sem in by some women who don't feel as safe as
Marriage Act is a measure to stop the
opposne sex who is a husband or wife."
can
encompass
judges of a single state from altering the they should at night at UREC.
The second measure, an antidiscrimination bi 11, would prevent
social a'genda of the nation. But the new
everything a
bill is a huge backward step in civi l and
sexual orientation from being the basis
person is inside human rights for homosexuals.
for hiring, firing, being promoted or
It is currentl y legal in 41 states to
compensated in the work place.
and out?
discriminate in the workplace based on
The anLi same-sex marriage bill was
An "1-can't-find-my-way-home" pat to Thursday's
approved unanimously by Senate
sexual orientation. Fifteen states have anti
4 bus driver for kindly transferring a confused
Route
Republicans and found ample support among same-sex marriage laws, and two more states, Mississippi
passenger
to the right bus.
Democrats, passing 85-14. The anti-discrimination bill and Alabama. have laws pending.
Sent in by a di~ctionally challenged student who
was barely voted down, 50-49. Clinton has already said
This new bill adds to a sequence of events that is trying
he would sign the same-sex marriage bill, and he was to put a cap on the issue of homosexuality. Ignorance appreciates helpfulness in any form.
sorry the anti-discrimination bill failed, according to the cannot solve the issue, and passing laws to promote
ignorance will only prolong the gay/lesbian struggle for
Wednesday Richmond Tunes-Dispatch.
As well he should! The United States has seen a long equal opportunity and acceptance.
struggle for equality between its citizens. How long will
If America is 'Supposed to be a land of equal
it be before equality can encompass everything a person opportunity, why are her citizens facing government
A "puzzled .. dart to The Breeze for deleting the
is, inside and out? Are Americans limiting their policy barring them from being who they are? It's time
for America to be as brave as countries like New Zealand weekly crossword puzzle in the Monday issues. It
toleration campaign to skin color only?
was nice to have a fun way to pass the time between
Discrimination on the basis of sexuality is outlawed and accept people as they are.
classes.
in the New Zealand Bill of Rights. Presently a case
allowing gay/lesbian couples to legally marry is going The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
Sent in by a bored student who has to spend his
to the country's High Court New Zealand was also the board which consists of the editor. maMging editor and free time studying now.
first country in the world to give women the right to tlte opinion editors.

Gays struggle for acceptance
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Dan...

"

I

I

Pat..•

Dan...

Pae...
A "you're-the-best" pat to Bill at Luigi's Pizza.
You made our get-together Saturday night all the
more fun because of your smile and sense of humor
Sent ;, by students and alumni who know they
were probably annoying and appreciated your
unique style.

OP/ED
LETTEH T() TilE EI>I'J'<)H
Students expected to uphold Honor
System the president won't enforce
To the ldttar.
As a former invesliaator of the JMU Honor Council 1 would
like !O applaud the recent efforts of Trip Boyer. Pn:si~ Ronald
Carrier has proven himself robe a token supporter of the Honor
~ystem at best. In 1992, I was the investiptor assiped to a case
10 which two student-athletes were convicted of copying test
answen ~fO!'\ one another. Thae were two student eyewitnesses.
The cor\VIctJons were upheld on the appeal

Carrier latct dilmissed the charges because the father of one
or the student athletes threatened to file a lawsuit. Given the
choice of standina up for his university and the Honor Code or
bowina to threats. Carrier crumbled.
President Carrier does not have the authority to haphazardly
enforce the Honor Code as he sees fit. The president's role is

clearly defined and limited. He may eit"" affirm, dismiss, order
a new hearina or affirm and reduce the penalty not below the
minimum. There are no excepcions. Fred Hilton was right when
he said, ..We need to look at the regulations," except it is not
"we" who needs to take a look- it's Dr. Carrier.
The comments of Hilton speak volumes of the
administration's ianorance of, and disregard for, the Honor
System. ..... What constitutes academic dishonesty ... needs to
be more clearly deli ned."
There Is nothina more academically dishonest than
plaaiarlsm. Anyone who would tum in a plagiarized paper a
second time after beina cauaflt the first time does not deserve a
dqree from any institution of higher learning, Jet alone JMU.
Apparently, Dr. Carrier disapees.
What value can we as paduales and MudenU of JMU place
in our diploma if those who are known to have cheated their way
lhrouah are given the same privilege. It is not "'right and proper"
as Hilton stated but an insult to every student. faculty member
and alumnus.
How can President Carrier expect the students of JMU to
uphold an Honor System he is unwilling to support? Is this the
type of leadership JMU needs from ils president? I recall
President Carrier extollina the virtues of tbe Honor System and
how it was everyone's responsibility to ensure iU survival at
JMU the very first day of freshman orientation. Yet, ironically it
is Carrier wbo may be the death of tbe very system he once
pniscd.

Speed doesn't kill; dumb drivers do
"When the majority ofAmericans tum on their ignition switches, they also shut off their brains. "
We are wastina our cars. Every day, millions of Americans percent of serious or fatal accidents occur on America's fastest
millions in ..speeder taxes" each year, misusing precious law
fai I to rea lite the fu II potential of their automotive roads- rural interstates- according to government statistics. enforcement officers who could protect the public from the
transportation system. The fundamental purpose of the The overwhelming majority of deadly wrecks take place on lt\IC reckless drivers and criminals.
automobile is to move people to their destinations l'lpidly (if it secondary roads and city streets where traffic moves at a
The insurance industry. an institution about as unprincipled
weren't,l suppose we'd aiJ ride bikes or even walk).
slower pace. lntenections and perilous turns make those roads as Joan sharks and pimps. also maintains a keen interest in
Billions of American w dollars have built and continue to more danaerous.
perpetuating the status quo on
maintain a remarkable network of well-designed
The
German
example.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . speed limits. Insurance
superhighways. Yet, oppressively low speed limits in undencores the fallacies of the
companies, which already
conjunction with overzealous law enforcement impede driven "speed
kills"
position .
plunder consumers' bank
from properly using their cars. Those who do drive reasonable Unrestrained by speed reJUiation
accounts while turning multimillion dollar profits, love to
speeds must do so in fear of spotting the ominous Chevy on sianificant ponions of the ,
Caprice with flashina blue lights in their mirrors.
Autobahns. German drivers
-Gregory A. Froom
boost premiums by tacking on
Mercifully, more than 20 years of le&islative nonsense reJUiarly push their BMWs and
a speeder's surcharae.
ended last fall when Congres~ rebuffed the "Safety Nazis" and
Mercedes-Benzes deep into the
although there is no
repealed the ludicrous federally mandated national speed limjt
triple diJits. while 8.5 mph is c:onaidered a modenle cruisina c:orrelation between speeding convictions and higher accident
Many states, freed from Washington's grip, now have nudged speed for families in hatchbacks.
rates.
their limits somewhat
But, the blah speed does not
Naturally, raising or aboUshinJ speed limiu and creatina a
higher.
gene~e the type of mau
fast, safe driver'• utopia is not as simple as pulling down the
Thirteen states tolerate
mayhem and carnaae the I'Oid sip. Instead. we must radicaUy -alter our entire attitude
70 mph, whlle drivers can
nnaemail-bltina autophobes
toward driving. driver's education and licensina.
maintain 7.5 mph in nine
fear. Instead, Germany has a
When the majority of Americans ru.m on their ignition
Wester• states without
lower falatity n11e per kHomeser switches, they aiJo shut off their brains. Drivina in this country
driven tban tbe speed-restric:ted hu become a passive activity that allows us time to play
receivina a love note from
Officer Bob Speed.
U~ited Statea, ac:c:ordina to
compact discs, chat on the phone or practice personal
Montana simply instructs
1994 Slllistics publilhed in the groomina.
its citizens to maintain a
German magazine Aauo Motor
When performed properly, driving should be an allwuJ Sport
encompusina intelledual endeavor as stimulating as reading a
safe and reasonable speed
on
its
interstates.
It's bafning that the speed
worlt of areat literature or solving a complex mathemahcal
Nevenheleu. the Old
limit issue has become tangled equation. If you 've never experienced this automotive
Dominion sciU cHap~ iu
in the sticky spider web of the euphoria. you've never really driven.
outdated. llllldHpored 65
safety argument. The national
German and other European roads are safer simply because
mph limit.'
SS mph limit was enacted in their drivers are beUer and go about tbe task more seriously.
It's a wu&efel t a 1974 as a resporue to the Arab Age 18 is the earliest Oermans can receive their licenses, and
that an absurdly low lfllllt
oil crisis, not as an effon to then only after completing a grueling driver's education
prevents drivers from
save lives.
program with much on-the-road experience.
legally enjoying tbeir
Since the mid-1970s, through
On this side of the Atlantic, stale governments grant
valuable vehicular resource.
/
\
government mandates and
tec.na~ the privilege of driving after a cursory course in the
Enaineers designed this
market forces, cars sold in the basics of vehicle operation like "what the pedals do" l\nd
country's interstates with
United Stat~s have become
"don't drive when you're as drunk as a monkey."l had to learn
speed In mind- to provide
/
\
signifiqmtly more fuel efficient the dynamics of driving on my own time, hurtling down back
rapid, safe transportation.
(not to mention "greener''·). The mountain roads In West Virginia.
gas crunch, too, has' diSsipated.
Driver's ed produces nothing but the morons who pass on
The American motor pool.
too, is capable'.o~·handling
DREW HOLLOWAY/contributing artist G~sollne co~ts to~ay , when
the right and drive millimeters from the bumper or the car in
higher veloc 1t 1es . Cars
adJusted for mflauon, about fron t of them. Society must alter its view of drivmg and
produced today possess sophisticated suspens!ons and s~ng, what it did in the early I 960s.
overhaul its education system before we can put our cars and
efficient. power trains that produce conftdent handhna
The ill-founded safety argument persists as the primary roads to proper use.
characteristics.
defense for ridiculous speed limits. Although most civic
- - - - - - - - -Contrary to the bebef of nervous grandmas who creep along leaders say otherwise, speed traps are lucrative revenue
Gregory A. Froom is a stnior international affairs and
a~ 37 mph in the fast Jane, speed simply doesn't kill. Only 4
generators for local jurisdictions. Cities and counties collect Gmnan tk>ublt maJor.
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Defense
of Marriage Act everything but defense
,,
,,
People who are of marrying age who want to do so should simply be allowed to do so.

T~ the surpri~ o.r no one, the Seruue overwhelmingly approved
the tncredtbly ndaculous "Def~n~e of Marriage Act" this past
Tue~d.ay. The vote was 85-14 an fnvor, much to the dismay of
1!3Y and lesbaan A~ericans everywhere. The bill's primary
c;pon~r was Repubhcan Senator Don Nickles of Oklahoma, a
1\)ngtame •dvocate of equahty. fairness and all that is American
(smell that? That wa.s sarclllim.).
On the floor of the Senate Tuesday, Nickles said, 10e fact
lhat some people consider (same-sex marriages] legitimate
hould make us stop and thank about where we are as a country
and where w~ want to go " I couldn't agree more.
After an,. af s?me people think that, then it follows that some
people are antelhgent enough to realize that homosexuals are of
all radical things. people!
'
Now, calm down! I'm not aoing to make a blanket declaration
os outrageous as that without a good set of reasons. To begin. I
have never under tood why the very same people who decry
hom~xuals as promascuous. lascivious, lust-obsessed manaacs
would not want_to allow_them to get married. One of the great
benefits of havang mamage as an institution as that marriage
promotes and encourages monogamy.
Why on eanh would good God-fearing Christians like Jerry
Fal~ell want to discourage unyone from that? h occurs to me
that pointing the nccu~atory finger of shame at an ostensibly
""inning" group of people a<~ rather hypocnucal "hen behind that
finger is the fist of resistance toward a measure which would
help to counter the "sin."
When people who tit the new improved federal definition of a
marriage decide to do ~. they have a great support system. They
can tell enyone and hear nothing but congratulatory remarks and
wishes of good luck.
They can ~ave a big weddin{l. receive lots of gifts and have
the benefit of a large network of support for their marriage from
rriends and family everywhere.
If people outside Uncle Sam's approved defination want to get
married, they can't tell everyone. for fear of rejection,
discrimination and some11mes even their own safety. Some
..uppon system! Why would we, as Americans. not want to give

anyone who want5 to try marriage all the support we can?
Marriage as not an ca~y thing. It requires much patience, much
give-and·tnke and genuane partnershap. It is difficult enough
without having to keep it a secret.
Both President Clinton and Republican presidential nominee
Bob Dole support the bill. The president has announced that he
will sign it, while maintaining that he feels that the ball is
"unnecessary, d1scraminatory. and davisive gay-baiting." But,
he'll sign at. Why?

instituuon as healthy in this country. Are they perhaps afraid that
homo~Jtual couple!> will have a higher success rate than they do?
Congre s as full of people who have been divorced. Sen John
Warner (R-Va.), Sen. Strom Thurmond (R-S C.), Sen Ted
Kennedy CD Mass.), Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich (RGa.), fonner Senate Majority Leader Dole (R-Kan.). to name a
few. It occurs to me that the\e are hardly the people to pass
JUdgment on whether it is "moral" for a ceruun group of people
to marry.
Thas act does not defend marriage at all. Rather. it removes an
opportunaty to strengthen the anstitution. It takes away a class of
. people's opponunat y to marry. How does that defend marriage?.
Many churches do not approve of such unions. and that 1s
certamly their right. 11tey should debate such things within the
walls or thear church wnh their spiritual leaders, and decade, as
institutaons, where they stand on lh1s issue.
But that as not the issue here We have a separataon of church
- Scott Henrichsen
and stJte in thas society for a reason. Legally, this aetas wrong. It
was wrong for centuries that a mamage. by definition. meant that
a w1fc ~as the "property" of her husband. h was also wrong
Tht Washington Post editorial page took Clinton to task
when legally. a marriage was only between members of the same
Monday. Sept. 9 for "that kind of elf-protective retreat from
race.
The act now provadcs us with a new federal definition of a
even the pretense of principle." They also declared that they
marriage ("a legal union between one mao and one woman').
agreed the bill wa unnccesc;ary and djscriminatory and that they
and al!'io of o spouse ("a person of the opposate . ex who as a
feel il should be tabled for now to be studied and researched
husband or wife"). These new definitions are also wrong.
further.
The act additionally takes away the states' right to define what
Do the word~ "self-protective retreat" ring a bell to Tht! Post's
edttonal board?
constitutes marriage. This from the same Congress that has
advocated retumang powers to the states.
What needs to be studied? Thas is a very simple issue. People·
Why is th1s gomg on? They have not defended marriage; they
who are of marrying age who want to do so should simply be
hove attacked 11.
allowed to do so. It can do nothing but su:engthen our society.
Self-appoanted "pro-family'' forces poant man Ralph Reed,
After all. studies have shown that married people are healthier,
who called the vote "a huge string of victories for the pro-family
live longer and are more productive and stable.
Additaonally, the deplorable state of marriage 10 the United
movement," i~ sorely mistaken This i& not a victory for families.
This I!! the most anu-family legislation this country has seen
States Is common knowledge. One out of three will end in
since Nevada passed no-fault divorce.
divorce, and that figure is rapidly approachmg one out of two.
-----Perhaps what the mostly heterosexual Republican Congress
wants to "defend" i~ the now-false notion 1hat marriage as an
Scott Htnrich.stn is a J·tnior music tducation major.
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Run
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Drave~

T ~Y

The Official
Ring .Company
for the
Class of 1998

C.D.

Re~ease

ocated between B
the A~N atore and n~et~ Water St. acroaa
o Touch The Earth.

for your used CD's.
LPS ~ CASSETTES, TOO

SEpT. 16..-18
9A.M . . - 4p.M.
GRAfTON STOVAll

1790-96 E. Market SL
{Kroger Shopping Center)

434-9999

Mon.. Sat. lOra.m. - 9 p.m.
•Sun. 12p.m. - 6 p.m.
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FOCUS
Adulthood brings student insurance woes

Befo~e co ll ege g~adV\ation, stV\dents can't wait to lea~n the
ways of the ~eal wo~ld . .Aftet" t"eaching that infamot.\S date,
· stV\dents t"egt"ettably find that pat"ents'
companies no Iong e.-' Wt"ite the c h eck s.
''I think o lot of k1ds who don' t
have to pay their own way don't
appreciate how many bills there are
every month," 'lhe sa1d. ''11ley know
about rent and food and maybe a car
payment, and they think that's all
there is. Bot 1f you get sick. you're
pretty much screwed."
Valene
Pennybacker. an
aumim:.trauve clerk at Rockingham
Memori.tl Ho:'>pital u1d ~»tudenh
admittt'd tur tr~:ntment are often
unable to provide insurance
inturmnuon
"Most of them know they
have 11 under the1r parents,"
she ~d. "but I lot of them
don't know the name [of
the company) or have the
card w1th them." Pennybacker
says RMH does not have a polrcy for
ILLUSTRATIONS BY DREW HOLLOWAY/ students who canool provide proof of
ummbrllintf artiSt mo;urance. but she often has stut.Jtonts
··Generally. muc;t undergraduate
lr mQst tudent ... ~om1n~ to
call their p3rents to get the necessary
-.:nllcsc mean-. t.tktn~o: more Mu<knu prob:lbh don'tlhink Jbout it dam ..
rl!' pon~1hlli1) lor theH tlwn
units!. they've broken !>om(thtng or
Not all case:. of Mudents falling to
h.lc.l a senou~ rllne~' in the pdSt," lk!id
prov1de insurance Information arc
lln.tfk'~'
1cH JM\ undcrt;r:lc.ha!l tc ~
1mwe ,,( c 1puo; h) lhct r o;~·n1nr D1mna Harper, dir~tor ol the JMU
accidental. however
He:11th Center. ".Stu dent~ nre not
"One or my fnends went to the
~eM. 1d 'tng the mur.d:tne tast.;., nt
hoc;pnal for alcohol po1soning la~t
croccry hopptn~. htll p.1 mg nnd reumred to cnm· msurance. alttioutth
tmnd) rc!rommcnd 11 ••
ytar." jun1or C~ig Hartsock said .
~.:hcc kh ol"k bnlnnoo~ w thcar
1\tt.cknto; onlv n~e1l to tol..:e ~even
"He didn't want his parents to find
sccmln£h '\ · r-gro\\ •ng h<l nr
out, o;o ht told (emergency room
rl'dtt hours onll '""mil p medical
.:hi'I"C •
pt"r..<mneiJ he d1dn't have insurance.
t l't"N.l to the um' ~~ity to he eligible
Rut stud.:nl' arc.: I "grh fr c or
1 ~ rt":umel'r 1 rhc Health Center.
He w1ts thtre one ni~hl and got a hill
flfll' ,r,gn•fi~ nt H't!"'l'' rh 1 1 , n·most
tor \llmething like $800."
II. r '' r 'l'' I B l l1lJ an) SCTIOUS
un th n '"
c
c • 1 •opl
Penn)b.1d:er confirmed rh.n
-he hh m.. l~v ,•ut.l~mr. wi ll lt'qlllrc outside
t!mbana~o~'tl qud~nts art not ulwa,·s
r. 1 th. · mc:rn' insur.snce
r he ~ rulcnt \~ill r••ce the
lllllht;OOIIng wh~n the> know th;rr
parents ._,;II gel the toll!
JO\\ c-h;nm · pr ' •, I ut' p:l) In£ lor
" l'her\: "'~s 1 ~rrl la\l \h'Ck,
rcep m\:
I t;. alone
Silr:lh Het dnk on. a j un10r ott
dunng the tlrl\td. "ho drd wme1h1ng
lunu ual)." Pcnnyb.1ckcr sa1d "She
Gcorce 1\ """ l:n l\er&ll\ \\h<'..,
tlrdn't wanl her dld tn lnow. I knew
.:r ht!r mother's Gaant
.. ~couldn ' t p.t} rhe b1ll herself, so I
·ndth until ~he
had 10 'cnJ 1tto him anyway...
tU 0' 2"~ but J lhCN. I"¢ llnilncially
Accordrng to Denm~ Blackwell. o
md~pen~cnt , -.nrJ the cost of paymg
Hnrn sonhurg in!lurancc agent who
for her m' n cuvemgc would \tn:tch
run~ lm, own firm, "Most students are
her alread)·strwn~il hudgct to the
~o~crcd unJer Mom and Dad.''
breaking point

F:

The enrollment figures for
insurance oftered to students through
the umverslly support thiS
suggeslJon. For the 1995-'96 ttchool
year, only 452 students of JMU'
roughly 12.000 enrollment used th1
insurance, according to documenn
released by Tngon Blue Cro~ s. Blue
Shield of Virgmia, wh1ch h:~ndlc the.:
Uni\'Cf'SIIy' !> IIIUdent pohCIC!.~
The insurnnce brochure anJ
uppllcnuon matled to new and
reiUrnmg ''u~cn t s every Augultt
lndudes a wa1ver for students and
parents to ~ign. mdrcating the Mudent
is msured adequateJy if he or she
dechnes to purchase the un1versn y
plan.
II tudents are not covered by
thetr parents' pDhc1es or the
umve~ity plan. some will need to
~etk their own coverage before
gr.tduotaon
Polic1es for working adults vary m
thctr coverage for dependents,
accorJmg to Sue Chelgren, an agent
wllh the Hnmsonburg firm of Shomo
& L i newc~\'cr and the local
administrator of the university:.ancltoned Tngon Blue Cros Blue
Shield pohcy.
Some students may be covered M
lontt as they nre full-time studcnb,
whrle others wtll be scrambling for
CO\ernge OI\C\! they tum 19, 21 ur 23
)CM~ old, depend1ng on the
provision!. of thetr parents'
pohcy
The
deadline
lor
enrollment
in
the
untversity insurance plan
IS Scpc . 30, but ~tudents
who undergo a status
change, such a:. agtng
out
of
their
coverage under
the1r parents.
muy sign up

ins t,~ance
-l·'J Ch,·is Klimek

anv time.
Harper ~ 1•!1 ··rhe ll"'"''r<,,v l"lan
allrncts mor~" o
and tntcrnutH"'" ~wct ""
'tuJent "1t:1 •nd..renoent r
t tu~
\loho are .. u ~nr 1ng t hem et~e
fh ough .,... .., .. trn ,.o; p,.,,,l Will
rurch:l"'" " h. ,, • r
mldallona• 'OV• • • nr e
"llh u !ower .edu\:ttble
T he ueuu ·r~ 1 • llr the dollar
nmountt! medt... at b1ll for ' hu:h rh •

.11

pohqhol .... · ...

rmn~•b

e he

cover:tce ' ' 1 1\ I ll '" '~-o ..
1996-'97 J~ll' rltn. Studen• ~ "''
c h oo~e rrom t"" poli ~:re
co11enng up to S"'O.OOO per )t.' • 1oe
other. $250,000 Costs run!lc Inn
SS67 ( for the $.50.000 C:O\ cra~:e lur
one year. for the :.tudent onl~) t
$I.917 I for the 250.000 co~ •r01 •e
for one year tnr the student. !"' u'e
1nd c hildre n or an '" h ·
j:letween, uependtng on v. I ut
addi!JOnal h:.aturc' the ~tu•lent m IV
choose 10 purd1a.~e.
The UOI\> CTSIIl' does not mau11<11n
re~::ords ot hnw many ~tudca ; •
covered by thc1r parenh' n•• 1
according to Lrnua Co mb~. c •
~retary of the {lllt~ol!' ol fiu
'The wai\>t>r (that comepol ic) broch ur~l '' ju.,t t•·
parents to go o'er therr pc•"
mnk.: •u1e the1,r "'
•red.
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BotiS Cars

HUG~

5

A{~

Is your advertising not working for you? By advertising in The Breeze you w ill reach
over 12,000 students and 1,500 Iaculty and staff! Call568-6127 for more information.

Recycle
1
Me,
. Please.
u
~

· September 21st & 22nd
~'

Saturday
10--6

Sunday
12--5

Health Insurance
for the
Student Body
Health Insurance
for full-time
studentS and grad
Mudents
•Guarenteed
Accepu10ce

•Affordable
•Quality
oChoice of Doctor
& Hol>pitnls

STUDENT
SELECT '"

•Ponable

•Excellent
Coverage

covers: office VJ\11~. ho~ptuhzouon ond o;urgery.
intenSive cnn:, e~cn~~ care. outpaucnt service..,,
plus more. Th1~ • ~ not ''bare boneli" cover:~ge.
I

• $1 MILLION of Protection •
• $ 100,000 per illness or injury •
for more infonnauon contact:

BRUCE ALLEN
Planned Benefit Services
2492 Whitney Court
Charlottesville, VA 22901
800-62 1-3863 . 804-973-3731
TIMEINSURANCE COMPANY

::.=:'~t;03

..

Vort/1 ~

.Under the BARR·EE Tent you'll find the
BEST SELECTION of Discounted Catalogue &
Famous Maker Clothing at ~inal Sale Prices!
Harrisonburg,

Market St. next to Littl~ Ceasar's

.
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"BEER'S ALWAYS BREWIN' AT -eARDO'S
I
I

A restorect car ctealership serves as
the setting for a !JuctcthJst-inspirect
bar full of homemacte brews from
arounct the country. [ocatec:l in
flrlington, Va . (jarcto feocteo (jrewery
is the perfect place to go when
looking for a not-so- average bar.
·· ..... · · · commentary by Warren Rojas
All summer long, J round myself
do•ng the same thing over and over
agai n - drinkins. Quaner pitchers
here. dollar drafts there and, as far as
the eye could see. Jarheads doing the
god-forsaken ..Macarena." I was able
to escape this vicious circle of cheap,
frothy beer and asinine danctna at
only one place - the Bardo Rodeo
Brewery.
The atmosphere at the Bardo
Rodeo Brewery is very different
from many other locales in Nonhem
Virginia. Located in Arlington. the
one-time car dealership now houses a
very spacious brewery. The brewery
has four large bars, numerous pool
mbles on the 5eCOnCI floor and ample
seating including an outside deck
area. Bach room is covered in murals
and wall paintings - the likes of
wh1ch have never been seen before.
Also. brewery tours, showing how
the spectacular beers are made, make
the bar add up to one heck of a place.
Of course, it took a lot of work to
bring about the creation of this
brewery. and the man who made it
happen was Bill Stewart of
Arlington.
A true beer aficionado, Srewan
tried several timea to establish a
successful microbrewery on
Arlington's
Wilson Blvd.
In 1989, he
opened his tint
bar,
the
Barbecue
Iguana. It was
basically an

underground

bar with the
occasional
band popping~~~
in to do a
show.
After about
a year, the
place
was
robbed, and
Stewart lost
almost
everything.
Not willina to
admit defeat,
he opened the
Roratunga
Rodeo in 1990.
A year later,
that, too, went
sou r. anti his
ex-wife took it
over. changing it to the Galaxy Hut.
Stewart jumped back on the
saddle with his third bar, the Amdo
Rodeo. lt was in operation until
1993. Finally, on March 12, 1993. he
opened his fourth and most
~ucccssful venture, the Bardo Rodeo.
The whole premise behind the
Bardo Rodeo comes from Stewan's
lu'c of Tibet and its rich Buddhist
culture. When Tibet opened to
tounsts in 1986, Stewart was there
enjoying himself on an Asian b•ke

tour. taking pan in fund-raiser to
benefit the Tibetan people.
The term Bardo Rodeo actually
comes from a sect of Buddhism. It
refers to the fact that if one does not
behave correctly and achieve
spiritual enlightenment in one's
lifetime, he or she must repeat the
cycle when reincarnated
Graham Stewan, Bill's brother
and bar manager, explained,
..Someone like the Dati Lama [the
Spiritual leader of Buddhism] won't
be reincarnated because he's already

so cool."
As for the success of the bar,
Graham credits its exceUent location
and clientele. "North Arlington and
Alexandria have one of the highest
concentration of 24- to 30-year-old.s
in Northern Virginia, and those are
the main people we see in here," he
said.
"Another plus is that it is in
Virginia, thereby alleviating the
burden of people having to so all the
way to [Washington] D.C. or
Georgetown just to have a good
time."
Bardo's convenient parking,
nearby Arlington Court House Meuo
stop and safe neighborhood also
contribute to the bar's popularity.

The first time I went there. I was
with everal of my degenerate
friends . and we attacked the place
like it was any other bar: drinking
everything 10 s1ght until we got
completely hammered. It wasn't until
I went back the !lecond time that l
learned you con drink rel.ponsibly
and still have a good time.
At Bardo, I don't have to chug
pitcher after pitcher of crappy beer.
ln fact , qu1te Often, f JUSt go there
with a couple of fnends to drink
good beer and shoot a couple of
rounds of pool.
We all socialize freely with the
people around us without havmg to
get into another bar fight, and we
each take turns introducing each
other to our favorite house beers.
Although we usually do get drunk,
we don't get out of hand or act like
complete psychopaths like we do at
Washington. D.C bars because we
respect the aunosphere. and of course
we worship the beer.
Bardo brews all its beers on the
premises. using recipes thll Bill has
amassed from across the United
States. Award-winning beers from
Oregon, California, Pennsylvania,
New Mexico and many other states
are offered. and 12 of its specialty
beers are always on tap.
The Bardo beer list proudly
describes all of Its ales. stouts,
poners and even barley wines. which
are so high in alcohol content (almost
tO percent) that they almost classify
as a wine.
Some of the bar's biggest sellers
spon the most colorful names beer
could have: Beat My Wheat, Black
Watch Scotch Ale, R11rdo Pale Ale.
Vincent Black Shadow, the ever
popular James Brown Ale and of
course, the Big Daddy of them a.U.
White Lightnin'.
Bardo's
also has an
eclectic
variety of
foods
to
·~·" ••• accompany
its
many
barley
creations. and
you better
believe the
old Plymouth
Ill
Fury
jukebox has

gOC
everything
available for
your listenina
pleasure.
Women get to

play pool for
free every
night, so it's a
great place
for a date,
~
and
the
~~
renovation of
the side room
I
ILLUSTRATIONS BY BRYAN KNIGifflsUJJftutut 1nto a movie
house this fall
"Our main competition has always · w1ll most surely add to the already
been the downtown scene," Graham growing popularity of the Bardo
said. "Night clubbing is a cold spon Rodeo.
Even though the bar receives
though. You don't really want to be
competition from neighboring bars
inside during the summer."
During the day, Bardo's serves as such as Carpool and Whitlow' s,
a restaurant, and caters to older Graham is sure that this time his
people who are out for lunch and a brother Bill finally got it right. "Our
nice beer. At night. the crowd ranges T-shirts read, ' I will recognize
from 21· to 40-year-old s. a II whatever appears as my projection
m1ogling and sipping some or t~e and know it to be a vision or the
finest microbrewed beers 1n Bardo, and I am going to do just
that"'
Arlington.

~!YhillJUI!WJIJI:: Silver Medal ~Great
IADleri!can Beer Festival1994. Sweet, heavy~ hm:mvf

akohol beer. Named a Barleywine because ite
lala,hol amleltt is closer to wine than beer. EsterY 8nd

characteriStics are counter-balanced by
to assertive bitterness and extraordinary
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(below) Assorted decorations such as teddy
bears, paintings and sculptures adorn the
shelves of the walls of The Uttle Grill.
(right) (I to r) Seniors Gayle Vo,el,
Stephanie Strong, junior Stacey Cross ,
sophomore Skye Smith, and senior Laurie
McFaul look on as senior Allyson Bannon
rolls the dice In a game of 'Three-man'
Saturday
at
Dave's
Taverna.
PHOTOS BY KYLE BUSSI.\t'llior plwwgraphrr
(upper right) Empty tables and chairs fill
the dining room of JM's Grill.
ROGER WOLLENBERG/H•ninr plwtograpller
(lower) Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority enjoy Ladles Night at the Blue Foxx
Cafe. Drafts are 10 cents from 8:30-9 p.m.
MAGGIE WELTERJstaf! pltoragrapher
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JMU students begin
the search for a new
bar to call their own
\\ I I I I I \ I I{< )I ) l < . I I< >\
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For years Tuesday n•ght classes were out of
the question for many JMU students because of
ladies' night at what w~ then called JM's Bar
and Grill and is now just JM's Grill
That all ended last school year when JM's
license to sell beer and liquor was revoked by the
Alcohol Beverage Control Department for
multiple violations. Rather than appeal the
decision, JM 's previous owners hip simply
$urrendered the licenie in July 1996. With a new
owner on board, a new era has dawned at JM's.
Jon Waterman, who purchased JM's Aug. 15,
is on a mission t.o recreate JM's image. "I think
the community. the students really miss having
JM's," be said.
"We're really cleaning the place up - it's
brighter inside . .. we're placing more emphasis
on the quality of the food," Waterman said.
But Waterman also wants to rekindle the JM's
ladies' night tradition and is aw1.1ting the ABC's
approval to start selling alcohol. He is optimistic
about the board's deciston, expected to be
announced this week, he SAid.
For some JMU students, that decision can't
come fast enough.
"We were frequent patrons, no, no, we
patronized JM's," senior Jenni Vaning said
laughing with a group of her friends. "We really
miss it, mainly because it was so close. I think
it's more dangerous to have the bar far away
because people might drink and drive," Vaning
added.
Senior Brian Quirk didn't have to think twice
when asked if he ever patronized JM's.
"Oh yeah, I was probably the busiest guy
there," he said, addmg that the clo ing of JM's
took away the "Tuesday night tradition."
Many JMU students. refulting to let tradition
die, have adjusted their oc1al calendars to attend
ladies' night on Wednesday at The Blue Foxx.

"Having 1M's gone has definitely dampened
the social scene, but we try to make up for it a
little by coming here," senior Sanh Headley
said sitting in Blue Fou Wednesday night.
And in the end, it'slhe friends you go with,
not the bar, dw makes tbe experience, Vaning
said. The absence of 1M's certainly hasn't
stopped JMU students from frequenting bars.
After sea.rching the ' Burg high and low,
JMU students have found several sp<>U to stay
on top of the bar scene • ..
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IDE BLUE FOXX CAFE
h
One dollar's worth of Dime Drafts sits atop N
the hard wood table circled by senior Jenni tl
Vaning, her mirror image, twin sister Jill N

Vaniog, and four of their Tri Sigma sorority
members. "Blister ln tbe Sun," by Violent
Femmes drowns out tbe womens' conversation,
so only frequent bursts of laughter are audible
to the other patrons. Every few seconds. the
darkness hiding their faces is broken by pmk,
blue and yellow spol lights rotating on the
dance floor in the cen1er of the room.
On any other night the V111ing sisters would
probably be studying, but not tonight. h's
Wednesday, ladies' night at The Blue Fo~tx
Cafe located behind Valley Mall.
Once self-described "JM's Junkies," these
women now "make the best of it." at the Blue
Foxx, Jill Vaning said.
The bar has a wide selection of alcohol.
Coors, Miller Ute, Bud, Natural Killians and
Pete's Summer Brew now from the tap. They
atso serve, wine, mixed drinks, microbrewed
beers, shooter.. and shots.
Two pool tables occupy the far corner,
where Mike Mosby, once a member of the
JMU billiard team, can usually be found
helpmg someone plan d\CJT next shot.
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Tortighl, and every Wednesday and Fnday mght, traded, the Beanery removed his po!>Ler from the
a "OJ Mark," sets the acoustic tone - a mix of wall of the men's bathroom.
1lle
~y teChno, hip hop. early '8(h and ome pop.
Beanery is usually packed with a m1x of locals
Theme niahts at the Blue Foxx draw slightly and students. llley have a different pecial every
h, different crowds than the usual mix of students and night. from vodka shots to pitchers and buffalo
1g Harnsonburg locals . Wednesday is a student wings.
•'t favorite because of ladies' night and the I0 cent
The Beanery charges $2.25 to $3 for drafts,
drafts served 8:30-9 p.m. Every other night, draft $5 to $8 for pitchers and $3.50 for bottled beers.
N , beer costs $1-$3 and bonled cots $2.75 to $3.50.
Miller Lite, Coors Lite, Newcastle and
1y
Monday is trivia night; Tuesday is karaoke. Budweiser are all on tap. in big or small mugs.
Thursday features live bands, Jilce JMU's own
Tile appetizers are great. too. The onion rings
Puddle Duck, and Saturday is Club night, a mix of and potato skins stand out, and the buffalo wings
hip hop and R&B, often hosted by WXJM's OJ are guaranteed to make your eyes water.
For those looking for a good starter. the
>P Mike Cheka. But for JMU students, Wednesday is
Jli the height of life at the Blue Fou, senior Lisa Naked Jaybird may be the way to go. It Is a big
shot with who-knows-what in it, but it tastes hlce
II McMunray $lid.
ty
Havina drained their supply of Dime Drafts, the grape Kool-Aid. Be assured that it isn't, though.
nt Vaning sisters and their friends hit the dance Ooor in Expect wobbling knees.
The overall ambiance of the Beanery is very
n, time to join the chorus of dancers shouting "Hey
comfortable. (t is relaxing. With the CD changer
le M1ckey you're so fine... you blow my mind ... "
le
Blue Foxx may not blow your mind, but as senior playing majnstream music and a TV in every
k , Shelly Taylor put it. "Any time you can get drafts comer. The Beanery's comfortable atmostphere
renders it one of the best bars in the 'Burg.
ae for a dime, you're bound to have fun."
Th~ Blue Fo:u - 206/F f!velyn Bird Ave., 432· The Boston Beanery- Market Square East.
ld 3699. C4sual. Open Monday-Friday, 4 p.m.-2 a.m. 433-1870. Casual. O~n Monday-Thursday, I 1- 1
·s Saturday-Sunday 11 -2 a .m. Cosh. checks. a.m.. FridtrrSaturday I 1-2 a.m. and Sunday/ I
!Jt Mastercard OJtd Visa accepted. Restrvations not to I 1 p.m. Cash and all major credit cards
accepted. Reservations not available.
available. Wh~elchair accessible.
Wheelchair ac~ssible.
;e - by Maggie Welter, staff writer
-by John M. Taylor, senior writer
THE BOSTON BEANERY v'
•l.
Bo ton in Harrisonburg? As impossible as this CLAYBORNE'S DINNERHOUSE
ClaybOrne's is a great seafood restaurant with
•d sounds, it becomes a reality althe Boston Beanery.
~y
The Beanery, neatly hidden in Market Square friendly service and n plant-filled, comfortable
:d East shopping center on Route 33. offers Boston atmosphere. The menu features seafood and
without the tong drive. There are clovers, sports steak at prices that will impress a date and
r, ligures and scenes adorning the walls and of course servings that will impress the bathroom scale.
But at 9:30 p.m • the dining staff clean. the tables
1e pictures of every aspect of the cuy
.
1d
The ;mention to detail deserves credit, too. The from the dance noor and the entertainment crew
day after Boston Celucs center Eric Montross was takes over. The addtuon of colored disco hghts
~
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does little to change the restaurant into a club.
When the lighung changes, the crowd shif~.
from dinner guests to students and young adults
who cough up the $2 cover charge to enjoy the
music and wide variety of imported beers,
premium liquors and shots, mixed drinks,
microbrews and domestic beers like Coors and
Bud. Drink prjces range from $1 .95 to $4 and
$5.99 for pitchers. Apart from dining,
admittance is strictly 21 and over.
Beginning this week, Clayborne's has a
regular entertainment schedule. Thursday night
is kant<>ke, doktor dug is in-house every Friday,
Sarurdays feature live bands and Monday n1ghts
offer a special buffet while customers watch
football. Happy hour is 5-1 p.m.
The best entertainment, however, may be the
..Aussie" Steak Challenge. which dares anyone
to eat Claybomes's largest stealc, we1ghmg 72
ounces, in under one hour to win a free meal.
Aside from that regular steak special,
Clayborne's offers holiday drink specials and
free cake for b1nhday boys and girls but no
singing waiters. Clayborne's has a great variety
of food. drinks and entertainment that's pricey
but provides for a good time.
Claybome's- 221 University Blvd, 564-1487.
Casual. Open every day, Moday-Thursday 5
p.m. -midnight, Saturday-Sunday 5 p.m.-2 a.m.
Cash. checks, Mastercard and V1sa acceptt!d.
Reservations available. Wheelchair ocressible.
- by Trish McDennou, contnbuting writer
DAYE,S TAvERNA V"
Dave's, the bar formerly known as Gus's.
was not suddenly bought from Gus by Dave;
Dave has owned it for the past few years while
G~ was busy running Jess'li Quick Lunch. Jes
might be dead, bot that's just a rumor
Despite the sudden change of appellation,

the two-Ooor restaurant and bar downtown has
lost none of its casual charm. Dave's remams one
of the more relaxed and inexpens1ve sites for
imbibing pleasure in Hamsonburg.The standard
beers on tap at Dave's range from Red Dog (the
cheapes1 at $2.45 a pitcher) to the excellent
Leinenklugel Red ($3.85 a pitcher). Every month
the restaurant also features a different selection of
locaJ microbrewery beers at $1 .85 per pitcher.
The evening scene at Dave's bluea with
relaxed lus ter. The music ranges from Bob
Marley to Bruce Springsteen to the Grateful
Dead, and on Tuesday nights Gunnar Mossblad
and Friends lay down smooth jau grooves. A
wait of 20 minutes or more isn't out of the
question sometimes. but that's the consequence
of seating everybody at tables rather tht.11
crowding people onto a beer-sodden noor.
Because of the seating arrangements, Dave'!>
is more a place to sit down and converse over a
few pitchers than a jo1nt for hve music or
dancing. Bes1des, Dave's proclaims its happy
hour as "happy days" from II a.m. - II p.m.
Dave 's Tavemo- 95 South Main St., 564-1487.
CasuaL Open Monday·Solurday, I 1 a.m.-/ 1 p.m.,
closed Sunday. Cash, cht!Cic.s, Mastercard and
Vua accepted. Reservalions not ovailablt!. First
floor is wheelchair accessible.
- by Jason Comer, senior writer

J. WJLLOBY'S ROADHOUSE
J. Willoby's Roadhouse has gone out of its
way since its inception a little over a year ago to
create a rustic atmosphere, whtle maintaining
some semblance of a classy restaurant with good
food. They do a pretty good job, but would a.. ....
rustic bar have last caJI at II p.m? Doubtful.

see AREA BARS page 21
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0 lde Mill Village
AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

THE LAND OF
DAIRY QUEEN

AMENITIES GALORE:

WANTS)UUJ

~-•

If you Hke meeting people and
wortdng In a fast-paced
environment then we would
realty like to talk to you.
We will be accepting
applications for full-time and
part-time positions at
810 Port Republic Rd.,

COLDWeLL
BANI(.eRO

Mon.· Wed. between

11

am· 1 pm and 4 pm • 6 pm.

Come by and become a
member of the Dairy Queen
Team.

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

432-9502
Dairq
Queen

1

• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Conv~nient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.

I

Call Barbara today and see how easy and affordable off campus housing can be.
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Location is the key to Willoby's It 's
conveniently located on Port Republic Road
w1thin easy wallmg distance to campus and
any of the five apartment complexes on that
side of town. Willoby's allows groups uhe
opportunity to drink without necessitating a
designated driver, so everyone over 21 can take
pan in the drinking fesuvities
.
Willoby's offers a good deal on the 2.S oz.
mugs. relative to the price of the 12 oz. ones
The restaurant has about five different beers on
tap. and they have longnecks available for
S2.7S. The Roadhouse also has a very wide
selection of micro and imported beers. As for
liquor, there's lots of that, too. When someone
sits at the bar. he or she may be overwhelmed
by nn apparent wall of alcohol in front of them.
Wednesday is ladies' nil!ht at the
Roadhou~e. but bargoers should get there
early: the place 1S almost cleared out by 10:30
p.m.
The har could potentially auract more
cu~tomer:. with a few more hours of serv1ce.
But. the lights nicl<\er and the cro.... d' dcpan
The bartender said the bigge~t crowd~ arc
1ln Wedne day. Thursday and Friday night~.
Willohy's has a good dnnking atmosphere.
There are tasty appeti1ers. like buffalo .... mg~
JOd there ore always good sportS events on the
f"Vs. Just plan 10 make Willoby's the firM stop
of the evening.
1. Wil/oby's Roadllouu- 122/ ForrSt Hills
Rd.• 574-3644. Casual, Open Sundtly·Tuesdm•
7-10 p.m .. Wednesday-Thursday 711 p.m ~.
Frida:v-Saturda) 7 p.m. to midnight. Crt>dil
rards acrepted Resu,·a11on.r acceplt>d
IVhulchair acussiblt!.

customer. Patrons never really know whal will
happen once they step inside. It is the new little
bar down the road from its eompetuors
Spanky's and Dave's Taverna. The Oftice 1s not
in the same ICIJUe as these average hang-outs
A newcomer to the HBrTisonburg downtown
scene, The Office, under one-year-old. has
established itself as the place with the music and
the wide range of people who frequent the bar.
Every night of the week. The Office features
a different band or OJ, drawing crowds of oil
kinds to the bar. One of the more umque nights
is altemauve lifestyles night on Sundays which
includes a noor show and special femule
impersonarors
Though the beer prices may be high
compared to other bars (such as Dave's) this
discrepency does not seem to d1scouragc
business. The Office offers Budweiser. Bud
Light and Lemenklugel Red on tap for $4.50 a
pitcher. It also has an array of bottled hl!er ~uth
as Corona. Budweiser and Coor~ LiJ;ht for

$2.50.

Usually the bar has a cover char~e of aoout
$4. The bar doe. not carry mjxed dnnk~. hur it
'cnes food. and relatively cheap A plate of
tn.:nch lri~·!> ts only SI. Burger spe 1.1ls arc lc o;
1han S2.
"We try .md tre.ll people the wa> thL') hl..e IU
be rreated," Nrcholas said. "It is a place to dance
,mtJ have fun und he clean, nor like JM lt ••
The O.ffirt•· 15J S. Main S1 .. /Jam.,·ollbur~:.
57-1-9975. Vtn• casual. Opt~~ dail\ t~ p.m. to
midnight. No crt'dil card.r acct{Jttd. only rmh
and local clrt>cJ..r. Rt'un•ati()JlS acct'f'ti.'Cl. All
mt'als under $5. Wllulclratr accessible'

- by Rachel Woodall. assistant style eJ11or

SfANKY'S
Wnh a little detenmnalion. any student can
-by John M. Taylor. senior writer
venture into HarriM~nbur& during the week and
find fellow thirst quenchers. Although many
TlfE LIITI4E GRILL
places don't widely publicize their weeldy
The Little Gnll is not the place to go for
drinking spccutls, restaurants such as Spanlo.y's
eccentric shOOters or mixed drinks. It's not the
have more to offer than Flyer Sandw1ches.
plncc to go for happy hour or birthday specials.
Spanky's has a surprisingly wide assortment
Simply put. it's not the average watcnng hole
of beers. On tap they serve Bud. Nev. Castle
(aside from having plenty of alcohol)
Brov.n Ale (an English impor.) and for the more
The Little Grill is not known locally for it
economical drinker, Narur:JI Light For rhose
d)'inks, but for 1rs food. The fare. rangmg from
who enJOY a more distinctive-tasting beer.
nour tortillas to falafel, is some of the !lest in
Spanky's has five microbrews including
town. The menu consi:.ts primanly of Dominion, Red Hook, Red Hook Rye and
vegetarian dishes. but there are several meat
Samuel Adams. They also have a Samuel
op11ons. Portions are sufficient, and the pnces
Adams microbrew which varies with the o;eason
ure fair
-currently it's Oktoberfest.
If one is feeling a liltle more thirsty than
The prices are reasonable. but cons1donng o
hungry. the Little Grill can accommodate as
typ1cal student budget, it's wise 10 take
well. Rolling Rock and Old Dominion Black & advantage of their daily dri~ specials.
Tan are on tap. served as both drafts which arc
"My ravoritc special is the Sunday Highballs
$1.50 and pitchers for about $6. Domestic,
because it's the only place that I know of whtre
imported and microbrewed beets are ova1lable
you can get a Bloody Mary with breakfast," sa1d
:1nd range '" price from S 1.85 to $3.25: one can
manager Kev1n Lombard of this brunch dnnk.
even order some beers discounted, set on
The owners aren't the only ones v.ho
buckets of ice
personalize the place. demonstrated by the
For a special marriage of food and drink.
graffiti on the tables. Student:. leave the1r mark
check out the Grill's Mexican Night every
WJih everything from "deep thoughts" 10 typrcal
Tuesday. Mexican food, including handbathroom-stall grafllti. Drunken nights seem to
pre~ed tOrtillas, is offered all-you-can-eat, and
have inspired engagement announcements,
Mexican beers are reduced to domestic prices.
fnrewcll addresses, personal vendettas and othl'r
Other theme days include an Open Mic
amusm~ 11dbits.
Night on Sunday that features spec1als on
Thad Knhlow, a senior finance maJOr llaid.
ouckets of Rolling Rock, and Monday. when
"There's a good atmosphere here, and I can
the Grill transforms into a soup kitchen
drink beer and watch the sports highlight~ ...
offering free mealS' to those in need. Many
Although the decor's originality is
bands frequent the stage, such as Regular impresshc. the spunky armosphere can he
Sauce and theJ in mary.
aunbutcd to the staff. many of whom arc cunent
Ken Gibson. 1992 JMU alumnus ond self or fonner JMU students. And. judging from one
procla1med "first mate" to proprietor Ron
of the waitresses •s mini-dance train around I he
Copeland. believes The Grill's cooking and
bar, they have a good time.
unique envi ronment attracts its clientele.
"When it gels down to it. we all bust our
"What you find here, you can't find anywhere
butts, but in the end il's all teamwork. And it's
else. Al)d the food is really good." he said.
the people thai make 11 all worthwhile." wamcss
Martin hns a simpler explanation: "People
Cathy FairbaJJ commented.
come for the carrot juice."
Overall, the relaxed atmosphere seems to be
That should, however, not let one think that
wrapped up with Mallory Kilcoyne and Amy
it's not a good place to down a few beers.
Cerelli's witty response to "Why work ut
Tht Lillie Grill- 621 North Main St.. 434Spanky's?"
"It's fun to play with sprouts."
3594. Extremely casual. Open Tuesday •
S11nday. Cash and checks accepltd but not
credit cards. Reservations not available (unless
you're asking to ~rform on open mic nighl.)
Whttlcllair accessible.
~by

Kyle Buss. contributing writer

nn;omCE

· No one listed the hours of operation on the
door. The owner looks as if be could be a
·~

the Harrisonburg Livestock Center, the orange
Those VISiting Time Out wanl to aet the~e
and yellow neon sign of Valley Lanes bedons early to nag a spot 1n the "lazy box chair
to both with beer and bowhng. With SIX pool section " Recliners surround a larae screen
tables, a bowhng alley. an arcade and the Time telev•Sion. evoiUng an at-home feehng .
Out Sports Grill.
On Sunday afternoons. up to seven different
Valley Lanes attempts to please both those pro football games are broadcast on th.e nine
who want to watch and those who want to play.
different television screens, accordtng ro
Monday, most patrons were more concerned Richard Roth. manager of Time Out.
with downing beers than downing pins. About
Those dnnking won 't fmd any of the hard
40 people. most m thetr early twenties stuff. but there's a respectable select1on of beer
largely Bridgewater College students - filled and wine coolers. On tap are BllSS, Coors Light.
Time Out to watch the Green Bay Packerr. Budwe1ser and n hearty microbre"" caJied Black
pummel the Philadelphia Eagles on ABC's nndTan.
Monday N1gh1 Football .
Special!. are avajJable Mondays 8-10 p.m .•
"We've come here two Mondays in a row. nnd Thur-.day 7-9 p.m w11h 75 cent Rud draftS.
and we' II probably come back the next Sunday e\·ening domesuc pitcher5 are served for
Monday. and the Monday after that." .said $3 They offers sandv.iches and appet1zers
Bridgewater student Nathan Griner.
rangmg from $2 25 to more titan $6.
Time Oul is geared toward the 20-something Val/tv Lann- )106 S. Main St., 434-8721.
crowd. Hanging from the ceiling arc Budweiser Very 'casual Optll 9 a.m to mtdmglll Sundtt.Y
banners and innal.ed rootb:lll helmets. hning the through Thursda.v and 9-~ a.m frtdav 011d '•
walls are posters ond photof> or professional Saturdm Wlrulchatr arcr.whle.
spons heroes from the last two decades.
-by J1m 'Ve~ao;' Terp. C>lafl writer

Spanky's- 52 W. Water St., Harrisonburg,
434-7647. Casual. Open daily B:JO a.m. to
midnight. Credit cards and local clluks
accepted. Reservations accepted. Meals range
from $3.25 to $6. Wheelchair accessible.

-by Christy Wolanski, contributing writer

S TYLE
~A

Gcncrauon ofVtolence: Dupont Gallery nt Washmgton and
Lee Um\'cr,iry, Sept. ll*Ocl. 10, an 1 ~t'!' talk Sept. 21. S p.m.

463-8861.
~Genre: The Office- Monday,

9 p.m., $4. 574,<>975 .
Pain: The Office- TucM.Iay, 9 p.m .• $4.
~ Dry Run: The Of£ice- Wedne~ay, 9 p.m.
~Sakbrah: The Off1ce- Thursday, 9 p.m.~ ~S.
~PuJdlcduck: Blue Foxx Cafe- Thursd:lV. 10 p.m., 4 32·3699.
~L'lnJ~Iidc: The Office- Fnday, 9 r m, $6.
~ Drnven CD Rclc.t-.~ Party: The Office- SlturJay. 9 p.m., $2.
)oo ()ance P.trty w1th M1kc Chek.t: Blue F.1xx L 1fc- SawrJay,
10p.m.
~Tech N1~ht: Altcm.uivc Lifc~tyles: Th~ Or11cc - Sun~lay,
10 p.m, $5.
~Nervous No

BANDS

MOVIES

~ Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Aimng wirh D1srtster.'' TucsJay·
Wednesday; "The Young Poisoner's H andhook," ThurS(by;
"James and the G1am PcJch," Friday-Saturday; "Emr1re of the
Sun," Sunday, 7:30p.m. only and free. All show ar 7 :md 9:30
p.m. unless noted, $2.
~Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "The Crow: City of Angel~." "Tin
Cup," "Fly Away Home," "Emma," Monday-Thursday, $4 before
6 p.m., $6 after, 434·7107.
~ Regal Harrisonburg 3: "Bulletproof," "Maximum Risk," "Jack,"
Monday-Thursday, $4 be~ore 6 p.m., $6 after.
~Literary/Arts magazine looking for staff and ed1tors: M«ting in
Keezell Rm. 307. Wednesday, 7:30p.m. All maJOrs welcome.

YALLEY LANES

Just beyond the Rocco Chicken Hatchery and

..

•
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Shuckey Duckey and Arnez J take stu.
by surprise with their unpredictable c
., Jim 'Veps' Ttrp
stgf[ writer
The eao and the ld left more than 300
srudenu llld faculty reeling with laughter at the
packed HiJ)llaods Room Thursday rugbt
Wit~ contnstlng comic styles, Cecil
Armstroaa (aka Sbuckey Duckey) and A.mez J
made for a magical mix in a comedy show
sponsored by the Center for Multicultural
Student Services.
An:nstrqna demonstrated a reflective fonn of
comedy that drew heavily from his own life
experieoca. Ono story involved his boss firing
him 11 a bus driver from the Dallas Transit
System. He llbibuted his dismissal to passing
people at bus Jtopa and related lbe encounter
with his supervisor by saying, "'Yoo want me to
be on time, but if I pick people up, I'm going to
be late."
Armstrong's cerebral style of comedy is his
strength, but at times this approach comes
across as the told-many-times-before variety.
One example is the comic cornerstone of
Armstrona's performance. his trademark saying
"Shuckey Duckey, quack! quack!" Though this
chant elidled laughter the first few times. wath
each successive ..Shuckey Duckey ... the
laughtct decreased.
Differmt from Annstrong, Amez J's style
of in-your-face, pure-spontaneous-energy
comedy left the audience rolling from stan to
llnish. Appearing to say whatever came to his
mind, Arnez warned that no one would be
spared from his relentless verbaJ assaults.
"There's too much prejudice going around
the world, and we just need to get these things
out in the open," Amez said

Without further hesitation, Amez began to
comment on the appearance of audience
members. At one point, he equated an audience
member's hair to spider woman, saying she
used it to calch men. Elaborating, Arnez J
e~tplained thai any man walking within 10 feet
of her hairdo would be caught by it. Then, in an
act of spontaneity, Amez J demonstraled the
adhesive qualities of the hair with his body by
jumping onto a pole next to the stage and
sticldng to It
Additionally, much of Amez J's comedy
comes from the assumption that each racial
group has a different perception of the world.
To illustrate these differences. he referred to
John Tesh's commentary of women's
gymnastics during the Olympics.
Stepping into the place of John Tesh, Arnn
put forth a hypothetical situation involving
gymnast Shannon Miller. "Shannon Miller's
about to perform a loop-de-loop. ..OH I I She
fell , but she's stiiJ a queen in my book;' Amez
J said.
ConLr&Sting his own approach. Amez J said,
'There she goes (stan laughing)... the b•&tcb
feU!"
Another reason for Arnez J' s success In
eliciting laughs from the aud1ence was his·
excellent use of the stage. Throughout his
visually-e~tciting performance Arnez J
performed cartwheels. humped the stool
onslage and even pretended to nde in an
imaginary wheel chair.
,
Arnet J's spontaneou s interaction wi-th
audience members was evident when he
challenged a student to an arm wrestling
competition. After a questionable victory,
Amez J consoled his competitor when he said,

..Keep doing what you' re doing. I've got the
age on you."
At the conclusion of the 75-minute
performance, the audience showed itS
appreciation for Arnet J with a atanding
ovation.
To wrap up the evening, some of JMU's
own comic talent took advanlage of an
opportunity to show off their skills Jo a '"snaps
conleSI." This event entails a teat of verbal
gymnastics, where the goal is to defame an
opponent's character. Winnen are detennlned
by the audience. which either cheers or jeers a
COOiestant's snap.
Analyzing the differing approaches to
comedy after the show, Armstrong said, ..Each
penonality is different, comedy is what you,
[the audience] can relate to."
After about five minutes. six brave souls put
tbejr dignity on the line as they eneaged in
word-to-word combft Initially, the snaps were
of the ..your mama's so ugly" variety, but in the
finals the verbal insults had escalated to
comments about one anOther's appearance.
Eventually as the cheers and jeers subslded.
ooly two ¢ontestants rematned: sophomore
Mario Fleming and freshman Chris Jones. The
audience decided the vactor by voting for a ·
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JAMES MOUJSI~pMiogrophu
I

draw.

Arnez J's apont•n•oua ~·dr left
•udlences l•u&ltlnl d•rl~ • 11tow
Thursday night In t1te ,,...... Room.

Jones described the contest as "the most
exhilarating and embarrassing experience of
JMU history."
'
Most of the audience appeared to thoroughly
enjoy the show.
''Everythang was funny; it was what
everybody needed with the first few weeks of
stress," Aeming scud.
•
On the heels of last spnng's successful

Ebony Exposure weekend, tbo Center for
Multicultural Student
it had a
tough act to follow.
zers voiced
approval over the event.
"I thought it was
enJoyed it. This was
Tatia Daniels. di
Multicultural Student
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• Complete multtliMia ~r custciml2ed for students •
•
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z.Sbtloft'

Campus
features:
• Powtrful ,....~ pro«<IIf
• urp capecly l!lil'iM
• Pltnty ol __,.,_~hottest applications
• f'tus a ..., 111111 _.,.......,. 11ttwork with • ltiJh·spHd modem
Desktop ~tlcljde Microsoft• Natural• Keyboard
and Microsoft~
Loaded wfth Mkraiilsoftware for study and fun
• Mkrosoft Ofllctlof Whlows 9S wflh Word. Mk co~olt &eel,
PowtrPolnt. Mkroloft Acceu. Schedule+,
Enarta 96 ~ .. Mlcrosolt lnttrnel Assistants
• Mlcrosoll WlnciCiws 9S '1111111 Mlcmoft lnllfllt( bp!Ditf 2.0
• Microsoft Plldl
•61_ _ . . . . . . "
• Nottllll AIICMra . . ..,.

Hewtltt PICbrd Cllor Deskltt avai!Jble
Ask ebout MlcniMI fl!olrammer's Orum P•ck

-----1M--

JMU BookstOre

703-568-6121
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J.Willohy's

•
&ls1r1 1989. Age 7

Come sample the new
items on J.'s bill of fare!
STARTERS:

J. Willoby's Onion ..........$4.95
Beer Battered Jumbo
Gulf Shrimp ....................$7.95
J.'s Veggie Plate ...............$5.45
'oy our Early Evettittg ~pecials:
4-7 p.m. Mott.-Frt.

ROADHOUSE

loritn Lea Dt·nlwm
Killed by a drunl: dmc' on Gmd Fmiav. March 29,1991, a!
(flllt't!L' Pwll Dnn· and I'"' v /9 Nrlrth 111 Mmtltan.MtSs
1r you don't stop }'OUI fnend from dnvtng drunk. who wtiP Do whatever It takes

Close to campus!
1221 Forest Hill Rd • 574-3644

t

t I

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Citizens Against Sexual
Assault is looking for
women and men to give
support and information
to those affected by
sexual assault. Call us
at 434-2272.

• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacataon with pay per
year
• management opportunities

I

USAir Express at (540)234-9257
-
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Upset in the .Bayou
JMU lassoes No. 9 Cowboys, avenges loss from last season
by Peter Haggartv
staff writu ·

'

1 \KE CHA~LES. ~A.

In it\ fir,t giltne
foothall
agamst
'\h1ppenshurg Univcr\ity wa' merely a wunnup.
In a game that featured multiple fumble~.
1ntl!rceptionll, blod.ed punts and penalucs. the
J)ul..es showed they can overcome m1s1ake'
"If there were any doubter., on our team
tn<) \hould now be gone:· senior w1de receiv~
\l;scey Brooks said. "Thi' ~howe; that we can be
"ontenders."
JMU '!i 24-10 'ictory over ninth·ranled
\!.Neese State UmverMty has given the team a
much-needed confidence a, 11 prepare~ to open
) ankee Conference play Sept. 21 at Bo<iton
University.
·•Jthmk 1t' reall} unponant that we get th1
" '" nght now, and it will boost our confidence
t 1r Boston Umversity," JMU he<~d coach Alelt
Wood ~1d.
.
The fir:.t half wu-; anything but a confidence
1 IO!it for the Duke •. o ffen~iv!!l y and
ldenSIVCiy The CowbO)S chose to kid orr
nJ quu: ld y took the boll buck on four
· u~cc~sivc Mop' McNce!)e State sophomore
quo~rterbnck Tim Leger then took h1s tenm on n
tune-piny, 61-yurd drive capped by n 14 yard
ra'~ to sophomore wide receiver Will1am
we~t of the MISMSMflpl R1ver, the JMU
•~·.1m demonstrated why it!i lu\t game

J),,\1\

nu. Cowboys didn't ... core annther
•u,hJII\\ n for the rest ol the game.
• 1 hc one touchdo" n they d1d get. w~ were
man cm·c:rnge. we were hliving and we JU't
,tJ)Cd away lrom that unlll the 'er} end,"

• f'ETER HAGGART\ /staff phow~mphrr

JMU senior quarterback Willie Gonzalez looks to hand the ball off to senior running back Kelvin Jeter, who rushed for 118 yards
\\ IIKI ~aid.
on 23 carries in his first game of the 1996 season. Jeter didn' t play last week against Shippensburg University.
The nc:\t nine minute' ()f the rif\l quarter
pomt attempt - !>Omething he did only three
"We've got a ~oung front. und ,,., gomg to that too earl)," Broob ,, id " We didn ' t do
~'cmbleJ a game of hot potato a.. c.1d1 team
times la'>t 'ea-.on
take a while to worl.; things OUJ." Wood '>Jid. .IO)Ihing out of the on.hnar} . aw.J we jtht ..tuck
umlllcd the ball after ju\t a lew minutes nf
In the lir.t half. McNeese interecepted JMU "Fonunatel) for us, our dcfen..e !!> pla)ing well
'-'ith what worled.
• "C.,Siun.
twice and the Du~e' punted four time' nnd enough to keep us in it."
"It w,ts obvious to "' that th~ pa,..,1ng game
Th • -.cc{'nd tJUancr wo..~ a carboQ cop} of the
fumbled twice
The start of the third quarter ~a ... n't
'-'ll' worl..1ng. and e'en though we got 'ome
includmg t'-'O Interception~ and u poor
JML semor quarterback Willie Gonlalez reflective of that defensive effort. McNcc'e run~. they weren't \:on ..t.. tcn t l~ ... m;cc-.., rul.'' he
piny of 'pccial team' \\ork O) McNcc~e
said. "They (McNcellc State) were trying to Swte JUnior Donnie Ashlc) took the kick frnm
~aid .
te punter Bri:10 Stew an.
Joe~ up the outside run!. and playing man-tothe CO\\boy,· goal line to tlu: JMU 35-}.trd
JJ\.IL' continued to prc:.:-.urc !\J...Ncc'c State
Th~ Duke' mude a run with time ticking
man, so we just started looking for the p:bll."
hne.
b.tckup 4uar1crbad\ Blal..c Pr.:Jc.!ll throughout
'n 111 the h:df and came through wuh a 12·
While the Duke~> are a rel:tll\'l!ly )'Oung
From then on, the JMU dcfettsl\c line wok the rc~t ol the luunh quaner PreJean. "ho ~a\\
d complc.!tion to Bronk~: however. senior
team, the changes they made ~eemed to work comrol nnd forced McNee!>e State to ~ettk for a
hmllcJ lame an the ~ccon:.l q uart~r. "a~ un.thlt:
I .e kid:er John Cour...ey ma ...sed the e).tra\\CII for them in the \econd half
field goal.
to put together a I'Criuus off~n . . h e threat. W1th
However. the Duke~· oflenl>C faltered,
time t1~ k1ng ll\' ay. the C cn\ bo~' ' larted
forcing jun1or punter Nelson Garner bac~ in the.! l!rasplllg ut 'trU\\.., but I.:Uil'h l.:ntl) c.lme-up
game Two ~eri~ l11ter, Gerner's punt w••~ 'hon
·
blocl.ed and the Cowboy-; capatalited on the
With the w1n. the Dul.;c ~ llllprmf'~l thl.'ll
ensuing senes wuh a 32-yard fi eld goal by record tu 2·0; McNcc~e State uroppc I to 0 2.
freshman kicker Shonz Lnfrent thJt incfi!;N:d
Mct-:ee~e·, lead to 10-6.
0
:\1dlite-.l' .Stat~
7
0
The Duke~ responded three m1nute' later j\JU
6
i
0
II
with a play that moved Broob clo'e to the
FIRS f Qt AR rf. R
1MU record bool..s. A 33-yard completion from
M.SU- w. DaVI\ , .. r·'" fr.llll l.c 'C'r tl.atrenz i.Jd,).
Gonznlez gave Brooks hili 'lecond of three 9-17
touchdown receptions. BrooJ..s recorded hh
'ltTO'U Qli.\R I I R
fmal touchdown in the third quaner, t) ing a JMU- Ur • I. I::! ra' tr-1m Ci n2al • • l.1 f;ulcdJ.
record held by fonner National Football League : 18
wide receiver and JMU alumnu' Gary Clark lor
TIIIRO Q \Rli :R
the most touchdown catches in a game
MSU- FG Llstrl!nz 32. 5 I:
"Macey is 6-foot-5 and he can catch the b:lll. JMU- nrooh 33 f'l.l' ' lfi'OI Gn• /.al.-tll OUN·~
so when you get down near the endzone he h:.c; kid). 2: II
fOURTH Q ARTER
to be youT number one weapon," Wood said.
"Hopefully nobody can take that weapon away JMU - FG Cou~) 29. 12 . ~9
JMU - BrooLs S pass from Gonull!t \ J~ 11:r runI.
from us. and if they do we can go to Jay Jones."
McNeese State sophomore cornerback 9:20
LNOJVIOUAI.. STATISTICS
Oelphrine Lee was unable to overcome Brook~'
he1gh1 aJvantage. Lee is M>. inches ~honer than RUSIIII\0 - JM U. Jc1cr 2J-IIS. C•<'tl.J!c7 ~ - 17.
Towne~ S-9 MSU. Mrleo"' an l!·~1 . 81.".1\t'r, I\ :! I.
Brooks and was unable to provade enough
Srruppeck .S-12. Ah,noulme 2-11. R)IJUill 1-0. l>rc;e.ln
distraction. The mismatch :;howed on the
1-(·2). Leger 6·(·2)
Dukes' final touchdown series when Gonnllet
P.\SSING- JMU. Gontul\:1 l tl·~~-~·1 6\l M:Sl
tried to connect with Brooks in !hi! endlone.
l..:\!.:1 II 19 2· 11 4,l'r.:Jc.;u 10·21·0 r.,
Rr~cf IVI:"G- J\tU. Brool.' ~·90. f'.:rr. ! 39. J,.a,·r
Lee :o.howed hb fru!>trntion and Wth pcnalited
) .S, Jon.:~ 1 · ~6 \1$1;, \\', 03\ I 9 C){J, l<'ll:~ • • 3 ::! ~ .
10-) ard~ for a In~ mil~k 'iolc~uon
PETER HAGCA RTY/flo~f/plwtugmpf1tr
A>hl.:) :!·3!\, Perlo;tno, ::!·10. Ch.:" ::!- 15. M'-'J; •W.J'l 2
"When you go into a gumc, you know ther~
7. M.11hC\H 1·13
arc mr ... m:llches but )OU dun't \\Unt t ~ exploit
J U senior John Stein and junior Doug Bigelow are in :>ursult of McNeese State
MISSED HELD GOALS- \tStJ. l ..tfrcnl 7 4l:.
. ~<nl or wide receiver Donnie Ashley during the Dukes' t,;pset over the Cowboys.
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171-C NeffAve
Directly Behind Valley Mall
Mon-Fri 9-8, Sat 9-5

432-0695

• Srazn Glass
• Ac~yLzc PainTs

• 2, 3, or 4 Bedrooms Available - only one of each leftl
• Fully furnished • SOME WJTH FIREPLACES

• 5 Bedrooms, 3 Baths
• Fully Furnished Units
• Individual Leases
• Only One Left!

.• ]eweb.y Makznq SuppLies
• Woo~ plaQues & LeTTeRS
• SeasonaL Deco~anons
• Can~Lemakznq
• C~oss Srzrchinq SuppLies
• RubbeR Sramps
• Pape~ Macbe Boxes
Am) LoTS oxme FOR all ymm ~ neeos!

Coldwell Baaker
Contact Colleen Penclr:r

The Best Pizza In Town
... /l,.,.tl

433-0606

I

•

Gatti's
always
outscores
anybody
else in
town!

Hours

..

I

II am - 12 mid Weekdays
llam - lam Fri.- SaL

Fast, Free Delivery
~
When You Think of Pizza, Think of Gatti's
I

-

-

- -

-

-
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Dukes breeze past Princeton in 4-1 drubbing·
Conference's Player of the Week continues

Increases total to seven

by Steno Trout
staftwrittr
The JM U women's soccer team
met the Princeton Tigers Sunday in
.the last game of the 1996
JMU/Sheraton Four Points Hotel
Invitational Tournament Commg orr
a 2- 1 overttme loss to the Univcrs1ty
of Maryland on Friday the Dukes
weren't about to go winle s at the1r
own tournament.
They beat up on the Tigers en
route to a 4-1 victory at Reservoir
Street Field.
"I'm very pleased," head coach
David Lombardo said. "We needed a
game like this. We set a goal to come
out strong. and we did just thaL"
Jun~or forward Tasha Ellis sa1d,
"We had an outstanding game.
We're all very pleased."
The Dukes scored early and onen
against Princeton, netting three goals
in the game's first six minutes. Ellis
stoned lhe onslaught just 86 seconds
into the game with a breakaway that
left her one-on-one with Princeton
goalkeeper Jonna Iacono. Ellis had
no problem out-maneuvering Iacono
and delivered the ball into the empty
net.

A liule more than two minutes
later, Eltis connected on her second
goal. this lime with help from senior
co-captain Kristi Palmaccio. Ellis
took a pass from Palmaccio and
drilled it into the upper comer of the
nel

At the 41 :22 mark, t.he Dukes held
on to a 2·0 lead. JMU added to its
lead a minute and 4S seconds later

KYLE BUSS/muor photoxrophtr

nc···

Despite pressure from Princeton mldftelder Samenthll Sacks, JMU senior mtdflekler S......U.a •
loelkeeper durtnc the Dukes 4-1 victory Sunday.
Andersc:h rockets this shot past the
when junior co-captain Stacy early lead and began substituting in they can get."
Tourtelotte took a crossing pass from his reserves.
The Dukes ' offense, however,
Ellis and launched it past Iacono.
"I have confidence in our depth," wasn'tthe only productive aspect of
"We played the best game we Lombardo said. "We get different the team . Tbe defense , led by
could ," Tourteloue said. "Our things from different people."
sophomore goalkeeper Beth Manghi,
objective was to come out really
Tourteloue said, "We are going to not only kept the Tigers scoreless for
intense. We were really on fire."
bave a lot of big games this year. the entire fir5t half, but didn't even
Lombardo took advantage of the Everybody needs all the experience attow a Princeton shOl for the first 23

minutes. At halfumc. JMU led 3-0
and had outshot Pnnceton 9-2.
The second half was again
dominated b) the Dukes but with a
more controlled and contained
offense.
"We played po!>se \iOn better in
the second half," Lombardo u1d
··we wanted to roll the counter back
to 1ero-zero and clean up the quality
or cxecut1on."
Semor Samantha Andersch
sparked the halrlt first action at the
25 :50 mark a~ she connected on a
shot from well outs1de the penalty
box that just sa1led over Iacono's
fingenips and into the goal.
JM U then led 4-0 and agatn
Lombardo took advantage of his
reserves.
The Tigers finally got on the
board with 18:55 left in the game
Freshman Julie Garrison tipped in
junior Samantha Sacks' direct free
kick for Princeton's fi111t goal.
JM U dominated Pnnceton in
every aspect of the game and ended
the tournament with a 1-1 record.
improving their overall record to 3-2.
" We had a good weekend,"
Lombardo said. '11le quality of play
was excellent"
Ellis said, "We were really intense
and all put forth II 0 percent We
didn't come out as strong In the
second half as we did in the first, but
a win is a win."
Lombardo said, "We just had an
edge athletically."
1lle Dukes must now gear up for
an important game against the
Universiry of Virginia in Sept. 18.

Women's tennis near perfect in Kickoff
Dukes dominate field in the JMU Fall
Kickoff Tournament while placing their
two top players in the singles finals
by Mike Mattix

I

IAN GRAHAM!unior plrotogruphtr

Junior Karen Piorkowski returns a shot In her finals match a&alnst teammate Tory
Schroeder Sunday. Schroeder won the match, ~. 6-1, 7·5.

sO

·- -----'c "o'"n" tributing writt:;.;r_ _ _ __
After only two weeks of practice, the JMU
women's tennis team played hke it was in midseason form , dominating play throughout the
weekend at the JMU Fall KickoffToumamenL
The Dukes played host to Dav1dson College,
George Mason Umver ity and Amencan
University, winning six out of the eight poss1ble
singles and doubles utles
Leadmg the way for JMU was senior Tory
Schroeder and junior Karen Piorkowski, wbo
played against each other for the Flight A
singles title and an hour later teamed up to win
the Flight A doubles title (8-3).
"You usually don 't see that [team mates
playing against each other)," head coach Maria
Malerba said. " It was tough for me to watch
because I wanted to see both of them do well. I
just wanted to see a good match, and they both
delivered on thaL"
Schroeder fought off two match point.s in the
third set and outlasted Piortcowski to take the
match and the overall title 4--6, 6-1, 7-5.
For Piorkowski, the title matchup was her
third consecutive three-set struggle, with two of
those matches going to a tiebreaker.
"We've never played under these
Circumstances, but I think we handled it pretty
well," Piorkowski said. "Toward the end l dtd
get n little nervous because I've never beaten
her when it counts."
Schroeder sa1d of her match wath
P1 or~owsl..i . " I wa<> l oo ~ang forward to this
match Karen is a very good player, nod I knew

it would be a lot of fun but extremely inten e
at the l!ame time "
Malerba wa..~ pleased with the team's overall
performance this weekend and is look1ng
forward to her team's conunuing 1mprovement
in preparolion for its next tournament at
Virgima Tech in two weeks.
"We had r;ome really good tenms. and I'm
very plea~d." Malerba said "Because it'~ so
early in the year, I think that our performance
shows how hard the girls wortced th1s l>Ummcr."
"The one area we can 1mprove 1n 1\
becoming o little more consbtent ." Malerba
said. "Our freshmen showed some nerves. but ..
thnt's to be expected at the1r first tournament "
Both freshmen, N1cole Ceravolo ond
Corinne Ogrodnik, lost their opening mntches
but recovered to win their next two.
Other singles winners included junior Jaime
Marlowe and sophomore Eleanor Lasl!eigne.
They won titles in Flights C and D.
respectively.
Ogrodnik teamed up with JUniOr Dawn
Jessen to capture the Flight B doubles title,
wh1le Marlowe and sophomore Chrissy Travlos
won the Flight C doubles final to complete the
Dukes' victories.
If this weekend is 11 sign of things to come ,..
for JMU. it should be a good year for JMU
women's tennis. especially if Schroeder and
Piorkowl>ki follow up on their performances
"They both played a very high level of
tennil! today;· Malerba said of Pior~owski and
Schroeder. "If they're playmg thi" well two or
three weeks into the season. 1t should be neat to
watch them improve throughout the year."
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Recycle,
Reuse,
Reduce!
Theta Chi Fall Rush '96

ex

Sunday
15th

Thesday
17th
Pool-Comer
Pocket

Monday
16th

Wednesday
18th

24th
Piuaat
Giustppe's
(next to
Boston
Beanery)
7:30-9:30

23rd

PAINT

BALV.
1:00-5:00

Saturday
21st

The House
6p.m..9p.m.

Taylor Hall
9· 11 p.m.
22nd

Friday
20th

Thursday
19th
BBQI

25th

27th

26th
Formal
Smoker

mas

Bids
Extended

Bid
Celebration

Returned

5:00

.

.

5th Annual Thanksgiving and Winter Break Buses
Sponsored by Theta Chi Fraternity

JMU to New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts!
Cost (Roundtrip/per break)
To New Jersey/New York - $75.00

All buses are coaches and have a
TVNCR and a restroom
~

..via Vince Lombardi Rest Area (N.J.)
· and Huntington, Long Island
I

To Connecticut and Massachusetts- $100.00
..

SEATING IS LIMITED MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS BY
I OCT. 5, 1996!!!
I

o

I

-via Manchester, CT and Braintree, MA.

( References provided upon request

Thanksgiving Bus
Departs JMU on Tuesday, November 26.
Returns to JMU on Sunday, December 1.
t..

Winter Break Bus:
Departs JMU on Friday, December 13
Returns to JMU on Sunday, January 5 .
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Soccer program deserves a little credit
'H_ow ~~y programs had both teams finish the 1995 season nationally ranked?'

s tl~~ ~~e = t where ~tis due.
COICh ~~"Leftyr'{. ~n 1 b.ask~tball
ese ts still the
n at th
~ea:~~ jus~ ;;.v~cat4o~ Center, the
oo_t
and lheufi ld o.
eN~ ~te
15
Cln to
~J'.e
~
doing
1
eFourv (i the third
•
And AA, F'mal
o_r
Yell' tn a row.
I thank aU
of thai as wonderful.
...Bu~ : : IMU sports Proaram that takes tbe
c-e 15,
soccer program - the men's and
wo~n 5 socoejr tearrs. . h.
.
.
m not uat say na wat an the umversuy.
either. I mean regionally and nationally. ~e
would be hard pressed ~o lind a collegaate
soccer, program compnslng a men's and
women s t.eam that is any better than the one
here atiMU.
.
I speak from ~xpenence, as well. I played
soccer for the Uruvenity of Rachmo~ my first
two years or college, and not once did I see the
cro~d support at ou.r home tames that JMU
~tves. Not once dad I fC:CI the team had the
enure suppon of the athletjc department. And.
as a resull, not once d!d I feel we were
anywhere close to beang a conference
conte~.
.
.
Thank about at for a manute. How many
soccer programs can boast that its men's and
women's teams went at least as far as the
second round of last year's NCAA
Tournament? Very few, but JMU was one of
them.
And how many programs had both teams
finish the 199S season nationally ranked? Once
again. the Dukes are part of a very short list
In fact, J'll go so far as to say the JMU
soccer program is one of the top 10 in the

I

1

c

. 11

u=:·lt r:u

country. And I'm not pulling that out of my
wazoo.
. In lut week's Socc~r News top 25, Madison
as one of 10 univenities represented by both its
men·~ and women's soccer teams. Included in
th~ hst are Duke University, University of
Varginia, Univeraity of California at Los
Angeles, Santa Clara University, University of
Washington, Clemson University, University of
Mas.sacbusetU, University of Maryland and the
College of William & Mary
Tile Dukes are ranked No. 221n both polls.
By now if
you've e~er
read anything
I've written,
you're
probably
saying
to
yourself, "This
kid has gone
three minutes
and hasn't said
anything about
the University
of North Carolina yet. I can't believe it."
And I'm glad you bring that up, because my
reply will support my star~ment about JMU's
soccer program.
True enough, by now 1 probably would have
mentioned somethi ng about my beloved
powder blue-clad warriors. And if 1 had been
writing this column three weeks ago - when
North Carolina's men's team was a top live
selection an most polls - I probably would
have said something earlier.
But, as it is, North Carolina is represented In
last week's Soccu N~ws top 2S only by its

perrenially dominant women's team.
•
It seems lhe men's team bu finally fallen
upon hard times because of a recent freshmen
hazing episode. To make a long story shon, a
freshman team member was rushed to the
hospital two weelt.a ago because of alcohol
poisoning he incurred at a team party held at a
teammate's off-campus apartment.
After investigating the matter, the
university's athletic director made the team
forfeit two games. Also, the team's head coach
-who couldn't control a plant- was pressed
into suspending
two players
indefinitely and
the entire senior
class for the
team •s
nut
game. He also
relieved the
captajns of their
duties. replacing
them
with
seldom-used
junior Brian
Mascia.
Not to mention the team's actions have put a
nice, fat streak on the North Carolina athletic
department's shine.
As JMU men's soccer coach Tom Martin
said of the Tar Heels Saturday, 'That team's
got problems."
Problems that, to date, apparently don't exist
with JMU 's soccer teams - ond hopefully
never will.
Don't get me wrong. though. I' m not naive
enough to think playe~ on our soccer teams sit
around on a Friday and Saturday night playing

Monopoly while enjoying a glass of milk and
their favorite cookies. Ob no, I've seen
different.
But the difference between JMU's soccer
teams and- oh, bow it pains me to say thisNorth Carolina's men's team. for ellample, is
leadership. Leadership that starts from the
coaching staffs and trickles down to the teams'
caplains and the rest of the players.
Needless to say, North Carolina. which on
paper unquestionably has one of the best teams
in the country year after year. is void of
sufficient leadership from its coaching staff and
players.
Talk to Martin and JMU women's soccer
coach Dave Lombardo for IS minutes, and
you'll realize you're dealing with two people
who care about their team and players beyond
whether it wins or loses its neJtt game.
If you were lucky enough to watch last
year's men's team play. you saw argu.abJy three
of the best leaders Manin has ever had -Pat
McSorley, Nathan Fairchild and Danny Ensley.
This year's team, led by seniors Barry Purcell,
Marlt Miles and Kyle Swords. is no different.
On the women's side. I couldn't imagine the
same situation that happened at North Carolina
ever happening. It's like a team of sisters: I
can't remember a time I saw one player wat.hout
at least one other by her side.
The result is that the school's soccer
program has become one of the most successful
and respected in the country - not JUSt the
university.
---------------C. Scou Graham is th~ sports tditor of The
Breeze and sp~nds way to much timt talking
about the University of North Carol/no.

JMU pillages Pirates in conference opener
by John M. Taylor
assistant sports editor

I

The toughest thang JMU head
coach Tom Martin had to do
Saturday was search behind the fence
for the game ball that defender
Umesh Vemuri bad launched over
the goal. It turned out to be his lucky
day - he found that ball and a stray
ball from Fnday's women's game.
In the meantime, hi s Dukes
stormed to an early lead. shutting out
their first Colon ial Athletic
Association opponent East Carolina
University, 7-0.
'The stan is critical," Martin said.
"We made an O.K. team look pretty
bad because we got a good start.
"If we can get the psychological
advantage by getting a g~ start and
translating it into some goals. we're
on a high and they're on a low. and
you have teams going in opposite
dircct:ions."
The Dukes never really let the
Pirates into the milch . They
maintained possession of the ball,
only allowing a few runs on goal the
entire game. ECU had a total of live
sbou, with only three comer Icicles.
JMU starting keeper Barry Purcell
fi nished with a mere two saves, a
testament to the lack of penetration
by the ECU offensive attaCk.
When Purcell was taken out with
14 mi nutes left in the game, he
tha.nlced his teammates for his lack of
activity in the back.
The Dukes' attacking defense, led
by seniors Mark Miles and Kyle
Swords, kept the ball out of harm's
way for most of the day.
"We read their offense real well
when they atepped up three
forwards," MiJes said. "We played
the way we tried to play all year,

ICYLE BUSSistnJor photogro.phu

JMU JWIIor fotw.n Geoff HoneyMtt ~ , . way between to Eeet c.rollna defenders en route
to alhot tltteinpt durtnC the second half of the Dukee' 7.0 wtn over the Plr8tee Sunday.
patient, and we finished all of our The Dukes utilized pinpoint passes
couple goals." sophomore Kevin
chances."
and aggressive attack to keep the
Knight said. "A lot of times. teams
The two were ever-present on Pirates reeling.
get intimidated by a fast start and a
offense also, as they made runs and
"We really used the field," Martin
tough defense."
said. "ECU plays on a small field,
JMU's first goal was enough to
pushed up the entire game, feeding
the balJ to the offense.
and we really wanted to use the size
frustrate the Pirates. who were
"This year, we're a lot more of the field here and get everybody
bickering amongst themselves the
offensive-minded - we like to push
Involved and spread things out. The
entire game. Junior forward Jake
our fullbacks up a Jot," Miles said. best defense is sometimes if you can
Edwards boomed a shot from about
" We're always trying to move keep possession."
20 yards out, which ECU's keeper,
forward."
JMU ranted off 34 shots against
Jay Davis. was able to get his hands
on. But the momentum of the shot
While the defensive stand was ECU. outshooling the Pirates 16-1 in
impressive for JMU, it was the
the fU'St half.
caused it to keep traveling, and it
Dukes' offerue that carried the team. · "We came out strong and got a
crossed the plane of the aoal despite

the apparent slOp by Davas.
The very nellt shot by the Dukes
was also on the mart, but a lot more
obvious. Sophomore Kosta Boumelis
sent o cross to the far left post of the
goal. which was headed an by senior
Dave Mason for the Dukes' second
goal.
Jari Takatalo added another goal
before halftime. putting the Dukes up
3-0. By that time, JMU only had rour
starters left in the game.
'The Dukes returned all but one of
the starters to begin the second half.
but many of them did not stay in
long, as the game was very obviously
in hand.
Martin was glad he was ~tble to
gave players some rest while giving
others the opportunity to play
"Quality depth is going to have to
be a factor for us." Martin said. "We
played everybody early; we made an~
effort to say, 'Look, we're going to
get these guys in these situations. and
these guys in on that situation,
regardless of the score. and let's see
if our depth is quality depth and can
keep us at the same level • And l
think that it did...
Martin also said it was important
his tetam got some rest because they
play on Tuesday instead of
Wednesday this week.
Despite having a blowout in their
first CAA game, the Dukes are not
disiUusioned with their conference. •
"We went in with the auitude that
every CAA contest is going to be a
tough one." Knight said. "Coach said
before the game that if we want to
get back into the NCAAs that this is
the first step because you have to do
weU in the conference to get there."
JMU travels to play Radford
University Sept. J7 and Rider
Colleae Sept. 21.
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Dukes spUt tourney pmes
The JMU field hockey team dominated St.

Louis University Sunday on its way to a 4·0
victory in the consolation aame of the Iowa
Hawkeye Invitational Tournament
1lle Dukes, who evened their record to 3-3,
were led by seniors Kelly Kreiger and Karen
Zarchin, both of whom tallied a aoal. and
sophomore Nicole Gaudette's two assists.
JMU dominated the game, statisticall y.
outsbooting the Billikens 4S-O. The Dukes also
took 29 comers, compared to St. Louis' zero

comers.
JMU dropped its first contest o f the
tournament Sa&Urday to the University of
Massachusetts. 3-2. in oven1me.
The Dukes led at halft ime. 2-1, before
conceeding late second-half goal to force the
game into oven ime.
JMU got two goa ls in regu lation from
freshman Julie Weiss and Gaudette. Gaudeue's
gOAl gave the Dukes the lead in the second half,
buNJMaS!>' Katharine McCietln.n tied the game
up before the end of regulation.
Sa~kia Fuchs hit the game-\\ 1001ng goal for
the Minutemen "in the second or two \ Udden
death ovenimes, providing the finn! mnrgin of
3-2.
JM U travels to Radford Univer..ity for a 4
p.m. contest on Wednesday.

Mea 8k (appa. 5.illllel):
l. Rug Colemla ~ 24~

2. Jason AlexaridU , . 25:10.
3. CJ. Keller llldl 25:33.

4. Chris Allport 2Jia '25:41.
5. Ryao Mammen 24th 25:44

JMU places second
A week after finishing first at the Tina
Barreu/Lonawood Invitational last week, the
Dukes placed second in the Lady Monarch
Invitational at Meth~ist College behind the
play of senior Kristin Dollenberg.
Dollenberg. who fmi shed first overaJI, shot
rounds of 76 and 72 for a score of 148. Junior
Danielle Zahaba and sophomore Sarah Homes
each shot a combined 160 and fi nished in a '
four-way tie for 12th place. Teammate Julie
Russum was right behind them, posting an 8279-161.
Methodist fin ished fi rst in the team
compeution, shooting a combmed 62S over the
two-day, II team tournament JMU s hot a
combined 632

Women down Va. Tech
The JMU women's club soccer team downed
Va Tech Saturday on the new UREC field, 4-1
Sophomore Jmna Mach led all -.coren, with
two go:th She .;cored both in the first half,
giv10g JMU a 2·0 halftime lead.
Junior Jen Esser and freshmnn Katie Getname
scored in the second half for JMU. putting the
Dules. who arl! ronked No. I 1n the \ tate, up 40 Tech an!>wered with a late goal.

JNU S-euden-es•••
re you ready -eo Rumble1

,. .

Chad's Motor Car Company in conjunction with KCY 104.3 FM,
· and Claybome's Restaurant is presenting a BLOW our PAR1Y every Monday night at
Clayborne's for Monday Night Football!
Join us every Monday night to win free ·hats, shirts, coolers, lunch and dinner coupons,
·
trips, cash and much, much more! I I
£

You an look forward eo:
• Drink specials!
• PRIZES!
.

·

• Buffet served at half-time every~ndayf
• Sports stars and celebrities ap~~ring throughout the season!

Res~seer eYer~ · ltond•~ n~•h• to ••n:
~ .. ~· ,
1118 GRAND PRIZE - A free week's accommodations iJ1 either Cancun, Mexico or Ronda, PLUS $1,000 cash to
use towards your airfare. (To be given away week #16 of Monday Night Football.)
L08S1ER - Guess the weight of the ·Giant Lobster' (to the nearest ounce) and eat it free at halftime!
smAK - Guess the weight of the ·Huge Steak• and eat it free!
JERSEYS - Two authentic jerseys representing the twQ·t&ams playing that night will be given away at. halftime!
REDSKINS nCKETS - Free Redskins tickets to be given away!

every

And finally... JMU stud8nts, just for you- Regist~r.
Monday for a FREE WEEK'S VACATKlN FOR SIX to
be given away to a JMU student for spri~g break to either Cancun, Mexico or Ronda.
.

so join Chad's Motor Car, KCY and Clayborne's Restaurant for one big fantastic
party and win thousands of dollars In prizes, cash, and trips.
See you Monday, September 16, Bills vs. Steelers!
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21Xii·F Evelyn Byrd Ave. (Behind Valley Mall)
Harrisonbltg • (703) 432-3699

lfE lN THE

The .t.r.a's:

fAST LANE

BfSTFood
BESTValaet
BEST Nlgbt·Ufe

$3.00 Rides
Group Discounts
~\\\)'3.~

\?'3.~~~~
~3().

Your Line-Up For Fun

• Parties
• Rush Events
• Informal Groups
Call for info.

$1.00 Discount for JMU Students---·
with valid JML I. D.
Offer Expires October 31, 1996

12-10 weekdays,
12-11 weekends,
open e\'ery day.
Phone 434-TRAX
•
2065 South f-.1ain St.
(Next to C Mart and Dukes Plaza)

need some

earn cash
meet new
people
expand your
knowledge
leadership
training

-Dining Seroices has

immediate.openings

promotion
opportunities

for student associates.
Starting pay is

$5.41 with a
variety of positions
and
flexible schedules

we can

----------------J c 0 MI c s
Watching the Clock \Kris Brou.1n

r - - - - •T
• H•E-B.RE
• E•Z•E-M•o-nd• a-y,•S•ep•r.• l•6,• 1•99_.:._3_3

Stitchface & Sock \Bob & Marty z

Mrs Slug's poor shopping habits were often the
subject of the young couple's disagreements.

The Adventures of Dirk and Sporky\Em

I

~~·
. ,,
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Hepatica\Mike Earls
MAN. THI<; :ros IS l<llt1N6 ME .'/

STICK w1rn

P.f?TI..'ff/11 IT AND StHonc., I N(Vf~

.... ~fY

HAVl

A~V

11,
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1 HAr

eltrf!A
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FlfE 'TIMe

Assume Nothing\Amie Regan

I
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Cacophony\Zeen1
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FIIX{ield Races
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SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29TH
GATES OPEN AT 10:30 A.M.
POST Tl ME 1 :00 P.M.

BELIEVE IT ORC'~TIDS GUY
ISIN
•
Excttementandadventure
1s the course descnphon,
and Army ROTC is the
name It's the one college

shsp potenual and helps
you take on the challenge of command
There's no obhgatson

elective lhal bu1lds ~ until your turuor year.
your self-confidence.
deve lops your leader-

so there's no reason not
to try 1t out nght now.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAXI
For detalls. 'llSlt Bndgelorth Stadium South Rm 205
or ca!l 568-6264 or (800) ROTC..JMU

L.,

FO R ADVANC ED PARKING
AND FURTHER
INFORMATION CONTACT:

FOXFI~LD
RACING
ASSOCIATION
GARTH ROAD
C HARLOTTESVILLE, VA
(804) 293· 8 160
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CLASSIFIEDS
18M peraonel electrtc typewttt• Like new. herdly used Can~"'*·
(540)778-35A8.

FOR RENT
FOfWt MUle - ' t7·'H . Act IIOWI
Jordan Rohrer. 564·1388,

owner/teent.

Cathedral celllnca. lofta - The
luxury condos at Hunter's R•ctao.
Au&ust '97·May '98. $1,350/mo.
Acl now before they're cone. Call
Jordan Rohrer, 564·1388. leave
fTieU8il. Owner/ 1Cet11.
TlwM U - . - Available Januery
1997 F1ve, aeven or seventeen
month lease. HerdwOOd floo,. on
two levels. Beautiful Anytime.
432·3979.

1.,.

One room left In
houM - To
share with 3 others. 433·3025
(....n1ncs) or 568-3784 for Info.

MowtteM VIew Helctrta - One BR
with pri vate bath available
Immediately. Call Gincer Neff for
mote Info. 434-5150
OM BR .,t. - Dutch Mill Coun.
Water, u-.er, trash Included.
Quiet. S340/mo. 434-2100

FOR SALE
~ ...... ~. hops, )'IISU, hten~ture .

Ma•tea.....

52 E. Market. 432-G799

1114 HoRde 0.1 lot - Black.
automaOc:, AC. AM/FM cuaelta.
22.000 mllea. removable root.
S12,500. looks, runs like new.
Call434-6418.
Free .... kitty te 10M ..._.
Cell caroline at 574-~340.

-

Fef . . . - . . . . . . . . moum.ln
bl'-. AaldrC S325. Cel1433-5036.

eale

-

Twin

he~. ~nment

1-

bed ,
centef,

beta Ulpet. 433-6117
co_,..,
4M - APtlve CD
ROM, FAX modem. MS Office
)na~lled, color printer. Wwranty
until year 2000. With stand &
c:tllif.
788. 433e318

u.

Ctlllfnt ,,...._...,.. - Excellent
condition. Price StU~. sella for
$100. 433-e318

......... pltaltebl Oulttr &

~· Great deell Only $120.

1985 Harmony electric: &ultar.
1883 CrMI GX·15 .mptlfler. Call

DeW\ ~. 432·1854.

Rlc:otl XJt.P With
automatic ahutter ot manuel
optiOn. Accessooes Include RICOh
lenses 50 & 55 mm. 28mm. 70.
150mm macro zoom: Rtcon nash.
lens cases,.. filters: power grip
motor drMI . semna elltocethef tor
S300. Call 896·4467 . Leave

messece.

HELP WANTED
tntenaettc~M ..,.~ - Make
up to S2.000·S4 .000+/ mo.
teaching basic conversational
En&lish 1n Japan, Taiwan or S.
Korea No teachln& back&found or
Asian languages reQUired. For Info
call (206) 9 71-3572 ext.J53254

N.tfoftel hfb lllrinC - POSitiOns

are now available at National
Parks. Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Excellent benel1ts +
bonuses! Call (206 )911·3620
exl.N53256.

£IICIIelt TMCtlera Mede4 llllfMdt
Teach conversational English in
Pra&ue, Budapest or Krakow. No
tuc:ftln& certificate or European
lenguaaes required. 1nexpena1ve
room & ~ + ou. benefits. For
detells,
(206)
~11· 3680
ext.KS3254

Mecto, Iter Ware, Iter T,.k Baseball, Basketball, Football.
Hockey. Buylni/Selllnc sports.
non·sporta
cards.
Dukea
Sportaoarda, 1427 South Main.
NelCt to 1·11. 433-0UK£

Mo•l•l

c..... (Of . . . . -

Crulee ....,_ e.trtac - Earn up to

$2 .000+ / mo . Worl d travel.
Seasonal & full-time poeitJOna. No
upetlel\08 I'IICISS8IY· For Info call
(206)i71·~ axt.C53257

...........,_ ... .,Min

euh & ao freel STS II hlrln&
campus raps/lfOUP orpnlz.~ to ·
promote trips to Cancun. Jemelc:a.
& Rotida. cau (800)648-4849 fet
Info on jolnlna America ' • 11
student tour ~or.

f1,710 wetldy

,....tie

mallln&
our clrculera. For Info. cell

lm.m
Must te Mile to wortc

r...-, &

TllurMIIy Lundt Shift
11:11 to 2:45 + . . . . niChta

ILwttndtrl

Mutt lie IXpet--'C..
......ICid..,.,j
Cleybome'e
221 UniYitllty IMI.

Gl.....,.. Plu.a Ia now hlrln( for
delivery dnvtra & wa1tstaff. If
Interested. please call 43~2660.

IMam ISO cash bonus on our no
annual fee VISA card For free
application. send SASE to
Diamond Tcohnolog1oa, Dept. V,
1335-E S Metn St.. Harrlsonbuf'&,
VA 22801.
Free trt,. & ouhl F1nd out how
hundreds
of
student
representatives are already
earn.na tree tnpa & tots of cash
with America's J1 Spr~na Break
co mpany! See only 15 tnps &
travel freal Cancun. Bahamas,
Mazeuen . Jama1ca or Flor~dal
Campus manager pos1Uons also
IIVIIIable. tall nowl Take A Bleak
Student TrlMI. (800)95-BREAKI
. . . . IJdnt ,......, while In school
.,1th Homeworkera Guide to Self·
Employment! For free Info, send
SASE to Diamond Technolo&laa.
Dept. B. 1335-£ South Main St••
HllrMOnbuf&, VA 22801.

.• ,.,_....
..........
....................
" ......

~-

••a;tklf

-.t~rea•OUII• "'ntk&

100 L Ulllwatltr lhC.

............ YA22801
Wettiiiiii

&tPII

,

ooeka.....,

at Jess' Lunch. StUdents with 1·2
~. . avalleblllt)' prefen-8d. Please
..,. In 1*100 • 22 SOuth Main
SL

(202~7123.

Kt•••••••ot Health lcle11ce

IJfial Breek '17 - lanl eeelll
HIIJieet commlaalonatloweat
prlceal Travel free on only 13
aalesl Free lnfol Sunapleah.
(800)426-7710.
w..w.-unspieahlDura.com

,._ T-ellllt 41000 - CHdlt c.d
fundralstra

for

frtternltlea .

aorortles & (IOUpa. Any 1*1\I)UI

oraanlzetlon can relae up to
$1,000 by eamlnl a whopplna
$5/VISA
appllc:etlon.
Cell
(800)932~28. tilt. 65. Qutllfled
calltra 1"eC11M fnlt Tetrt.

Child c.. IIMdecl for fam11y .,,th
three &Iri s aces 4. 12 & 13.
R~ shll\ schedule; 4l-12p.m..
12-Sa.m. & days For mOfe .nfo.
call Ilene at Children, Youth &
Fam1fy 5eMCes (800)438-4260

...... - Womtn'a FJtneu Center
Is aeekl~ a dynamic: sett..tetter
fot ~ position available
Immediately. Ideal ~ldltl Will
have completed ,.leVant Otne.s
COUTM work & heYe health ClUb
experience. Some avenin&• &
weekenda reQuired. Cell 434·
~-

.......

lellne,et

..._CNIMN7'1
c-&........
~

c:a, .,.,.... w.t

. . ....,, 11 ,.,. L nl._
(100~

"'-' ahead Sum!nef ' 171 Summtr
camp counselors needed IOf coed
residential camp located In the
beautiful Sanare de C11sto
Mountains just 37 miles ant of
Santa Fe. Teach one of the
follow•na: Art. Dence. Drama.
Mus1c. Swlmm•nc. Soccer. Tennis.
Flyflshlnc.
Nature,
Ropaa
Challenae Course, Archery.
Fencing. Riflery.
Kitchen.
Maintenance & morel Salary plus
room & board plus travel
allowance. II Interested contact
Scou or Tamara at (800)722·2843
or wnte to Brush Rench Camps
P.O Box 5759, Santa Fe. New
MexiCO 87502.

SERVICES
Free llnenc:UI eldl Over S6 b<lhon
In publiC • pnvate aectOt arant• &

scholarshrpa Ia now ava1labte. All
etcJble recerdlau of
grades. Income, or parents'
Income. let us help. Cell Student
Frnantlll Servtces, (800)263-6495
ext.F53254.
5tudents are

AttMdoft ell atudenttl Grents &
scholarahlps available from
sponsors! No repaymenll. evart
$$SCaah for c:otteaeS$$. f« Into.
(800)243-2435.
lkJtlhrel Leera to ..,...... It' s I
blast! Slcydlw Orance. (540)942
3871.

HHd low coat etude11t llealtll
leaura11oe? Call today for
Information. Aak for Bruce Allen,
(800)621-3863 or (804~73<3731.

lottlea willpower! All natural,
doctor recommended hetbal wei&ht
lof.s system! lose up to 30 ltls 1n
30 dayal Pro11en results! Money
back auarenteel Call Rob at 432·

9333
OH-campua atudenta - Have a

phone w1th the bill In your name?

Would you like to sa11e 3~ or
mOfe on )'(M 1o11J distance calls?
No m1n1mum number of calls per
month Send youf name & address
(or o free fo1m 10 Judy H • P 0 . Box
1426, Stafford, VA 22555

WANTED
WANTED! Campua marketlnJ
reps . Easy money $SSS. Campus
Custom Resources. Unltd 433
3734
Child Care - Through 12/ 15,196.
M F from 12·3 lor Tnfant 1n JMU
prof home. Wed. lrom 9.3().10:50
a .m. at JMU . Light housework.
AeJtible hOUrs possible 43~1563
Good home for~---·
tbbltLIVI"Sl IY
O~
keep.
Cl( ,.. ~ f
..... c.1 free'
Call P 0•

c:.m..,.

_..._.....,...
.........,,
....... . .....
.....
,
............
.....................
...

.., ............

rtc

at ('IOI)IOMII

•

Roommatee•

Taylor 305, lp.m.
SQonso<ed by Ut~,.erally
Health ene1 wennua

Ha~ c.ntw

PrGcr.,..,...,.

Donate your vehicle to The Chanty
Foundation 432-6653. !800)3683541

Start fOUr own fraternity! Zeta
Beta Tau ts 1ook1ng lor men to
stan a new chap10r If interested
call Chad Hrt>ek at 433.&733

PCM Ia tooktnc for folke
to produce
" Jesus Christ Superstar"
In the SprlnC
IJ
If you are Interested
Call 433-3502
A41, till. ADl. AK'I'. TBt .. !Nidi
"*MY last year Your orpnlutiOI'I
can th1s year. (!540)665-6598 .
Leeo.e rnesM&e. JMV a1umn1.

AXCl 1cwee our Nu'el Tocett.
shall seek the helgrltl .

'"' 5IGMA Pit

we

w.·,. eotnc to

~ DomiNoft Sun. . . . 22J

tttotMn a tntera.ted ,......

(IIIUit llttiM en Info. NICM 1/ 17

entrlpllnturl•l lluelant for the
POIIUon of cemous rep Ho 11111
lrwcMd " ' - ~ on bullriJn
bOIICII lor comp1n111 IUCh I I
~ [apr..... Mtc:roiOft. <>Nil
PII1·Umt Job ewnln&l. ChOOM yGUf
own houn: 4-8 m/WII rtqUIIW<I.

Cell;

c...-.., .......

or 11) era welco!MI 120.11
+pe. 111M~ CA1.I. JI:N TO
RIIIJtW IPO'fl (Of , . . + ........
at 4M-8170, t, Wed. ,.,.U
~ - Lovl~ c:hlklleU couple
wlshtna to ldopt an Infant . C•ll
Nancy & Sheldon. (800)892·5164
(Atll~on. VAJ.

a-te. P - . ..... c.,.
401.2M~w.t

...... WA.ut

freahaaft • 8rl"l )'OIU Ctr tl)
Partllnl next to JMU. 433-

, . , _ ..... 111

PfoCrem

Tu.ct.y, Sept. 11
·A Am Aid Kit F« u~nc wtth
by Hillery WlftC-l,ott

~·

th uua.u111C - Student renters.
atop blckerln& & call Kethyl
Extremely affordable . (540)2484321 "

UpcomlnC

nne
• Communl\y ciouraes In

Herrlaonbuf&
• Group courses can be ~\
on/otf campus
1

PERSONALS
Dlto ...,_ fof .... Great musk:
and KARAOKE too. 433·0360-

Loweat '''•••• - IM,rlfttetl
...,Uwear, promotlonal items.
etc. Cempua Custom Resources.
Unltd. ~734

Melreee ,artl. .,
formals .
KARAOKE. NDJC alnce 1985.
(DJCOHNECT4hol.com) 433-0360

P1ltto
paid.

...._....-.- Top dollar

Clothq.

jewelry. t~Qestrles.

poatlf'l, . . .lllerl. Nlllllle Cotton•
(540)~!51·!5223 or 9!53·4072

btfln8:30.

•Amettcan Heart Asloclatton
ceftlflcatlon

....__'tlleat.HI- ... 43.2-tno

"'""'"'or• Hawaii?
trl' to Con~
lee Veaaa.
Cancun,
Amy
Williams, 432.0628. tor luxury
accommodations tor 5 days & 4
nl&flts for 2 adults & 2 c::hiklnln.

............ .

,n. a-.

piMM

come

to 111e &wllt omce 1n the
beeementof ~1.
waelcdwfs from 8 a.m.·5 p.m.
Clasllfied ads coat S2.50 fot the
first ten won!S, and $2.00 tor
each lddltJonel ten wotdt Boxed
ads . . $10 per column Inch.

3
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Luxury 4 BEDROOM &4 BATHROOM Apts.
.
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Relax in YOUR OWN TUB at
South View Apartments .
Each furnished .Luxury
· 4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom
Apartment comes with:
• Double Beds in each bedroom
... =:.;.,
Full size Washer and Dryer
• Telephone & Cable hookups ~,.~
in each bedroom & the living room
·-Oversized Closets
OFFICE HOURS
• Built-in mi~rowave oven
Mon.-Fn. 9 . 5:3o
• Garbage disposal
and by appointment
• Full si~e Dishwasher
869 B Port Republic Rd.
• Bus Service
432-0600

;:-;:;:.?:?

I

Stop by
The Commons
Rental Office, ,,
or Call432-0600,
or have your
parents
call us toll free at
1-800-JMU-8761
and make a
move .to luxury!

